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Westinghouse desalting plants can make the sea an endless source of fresh water 

Where can the earth’s expanding pop- most practical solutions to the problem. Westinghouse is prepared to start 

ulation get the fresh water it needs? Since 1951, 57 Westinghouse de- building water-desalting facilities to 
gett > 9g g at . 

We can get it from the endless supply _ salting units have been installed around _ help solve water deficiencies for coastal 

in the sea. the world. They are desalting millions cities of any size—anywhere in the 

Desalting plants offer one of the of gallons of water a day. world. 

og ta) . . 

You can be sure if it's Westinghouse 

For information on a career at Westinghouse, an equal opportunity employer, 

write L.H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221.
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Arm yourself with facts about DuPont 

These booklets helped influence some 863 new technical gradu- Technical men we'll especially need from the Class of '66 ates of all degree levels to join us in 1964. Chemist: : . 
For example, if you want to start your career in a certain ohana ‘ Engi Mechanical Enginests section of the country, you'll find that Du Pont—with facilities  _ Chemical Engineers Industrial Engineers 

in 28 states—will try to accommodate you. P ee 
If you're interested in growth for what it can mean to you 1 1 

personally, you'll be interested to know that our sales have |;  &. |. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) | 
increased more than 750% since 1937. You've probably heard | 2531 Nemours Building, 1 
that R&D expenditures are a good indicator of a company’s | Wilmington, Delaware 19898 | 
future success. We spend $90 million a year on it, $60 million | 1 
of which goes straight into “pioneering research”—the discovery | Please send me the facts about Du Pont. | 
of new scientific truths and new materials. : ! 

Our booklets will answer most of your preliminary questions. I Name 1 
Later—or even now if you wish—we can talk specifics by letter, I i 
or face to face. Why not write us or send our coupon? We'd { i ‘sh 7 ‘ | 
like to know about you. i jass____...Major__....____—Degree expected__ | 

! 1 

a | ! | 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING ! ; | 
. ». THROUGH CHEMISTRY j  City_______zone__state____.! 

I 

An equal opportunity employer Loe 
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Detroit Edison and Consumers Power Company are jointly bility analysis and generator field control. Shown are Pro- 
sponsoring research at the University of Michigan, devoted fessor Anthony J. Pennington (left), director of the project, 
to advanced mathematical methods for power system sta- and James Bennett, a graduate student. 

. . . . 
Campus research is important to Detroit Edison 

Detroit Edison supports research activities at many Research projects such as these provide a chal- 

engineering universities and receives valuable infor- lenge for both professors and students alike. This 

mation from these joint programs. Here are some of _ challenge continues after graduation in our re- 
the projects now under way at University of Michi- search laboratories and engineering departments 
gan, Iowa State University, Kansas State University because interesting things are happening at Detroit 

and Rose Polytechnic Institute. Edison. 
@ Power System Stability Analysis and Generator Field If you’re graduating this year and want to put 
Control your ideas and energies to work—write to Mr. 

@ Analysis of Conductor Vibration George Sold, The Detroit Edison Company, Detroit, 
@ Modern Solutions for Power Networks . Michigan 48226. And look for the Edison personnel 
e Mathematical Models for Peak Load Forecasting representative when he visits your campus. 

@ Block Diagram Representation of a Power Generat- 

ing Unit—a first step in stability analysis DETROIT EDISON 

© Thermionic Conversion SERVING SOUTHEASTERN MICHIGAN 

2 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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TH | N K POWE R Think diesel power to drive bines and aerospace equipment also are important parts of 

a truck as big as a house. Think power for the fun of it, to our POWER complex. At IH, POWER is a 2-billion-dollar-a- 

carry just two people and their camping gear. Think gas year plus business, with research and engineering one of 

turbine power. Think marine power. Think rockets and mis- our biggest budget items. We need engineers! We espe- 

| siles, and farm equipment and earthmovers. Think about a cially need mechanical, industrial, agricultural, metallurgi- 

career with International Harvester. Our 4,000 engineers cal, general and civil engineers. If you’re an engineering 

and technicians are thinking power for every purpose from graduate who is intrigued by POWER and its unlimited 

rocket thrust combustion chambers to gas turbine tractors applications, you should find yourself right at home with us. 

| and trucks. We’re the world’s largest producer of heavy- Interested? Contact your Placement Officer now for a date to see an IH 
i j esentati hen he visits your s. Or if intervis it sched- 

duty trucks, a Maier producer of farm and construction ued, write ‘directly to the Supsruleer of College Relations. International 

equipment—and we’re doing very nicely in steel. Gas tur- Harvester Company, 401 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611. 

pe 

International Harvester puts the future in your hands a 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER es) 
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EE, ME, ChE, Physics and Chemistry Graduates: 

H oon after graduation will somebody 
. . 1 

give you a chance to invent something? 

It could happen on your first job. 

Some very young engineers and scientists at appear, they don’t yet fully reveal the true technology 
Xerox helped our ‘‘old timers’’ invent the electro- Xerox is pursuing—graphic communications. 
mechanical-optical-chemical machine pictured above Born out of the global information explosion 
—the Xerox 2400. On its patent documents you'll find and its incredible potential for helping to solve man’s 
names like John Wirley (BSEE Univ. of Detroit '60), oldest problems (as well as his newest scientific rid- 
Henry P. Jankowski (BSEE Rensselaer Poly '62), and dles), graphic communications at Xerox encompasses 
Larry H. Warren (BSEE Clarkson '63). They all joined the entire spectrum of communications in a graphic 
Xerox right after graduating. sense: the formulation, reception, transmission, re- 

The 2400 is no fluke. It’s just a recent example cording, storing, retrieving, processing, copying and 
of a tradition that began in 1959, when Xerox revo- presentation of any meaningful images. 
lutionized the office copying field by introducing the And if you don’t think all this has a habit of 

| now world-famous 914 Copier. From the 914 onward, creating continuing opportunities to ‘‘invent some- 
every new piece of equipment or system we've devel- thing,”” ask John, Henry, Larry...or some of your 
oped has had no real counterpart already on the scene own alumni who started their careers here...or your 
from any competitor. Placement Director. If you prefer, write directly to 

What about the future? It gets even more inter- Mr. Stephen G. Crawford, Xerox Corporation, P.O. 
esting. Because as advanced as today’s systems may Box 1540, Rochester, New York 14603. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

XEROX, 2400 AND 914 ARE TRADEMARKS OF KEROX CORPORATION 

Performance Note: The Xerox 2400 (illustrated) can produce copies on ordinary paper directly from an original document at the rate of 2,400 per hour. 
No “master” need be prepared first. An operator simply places the original on the machine, dials the number of copies wanted, and presses a button. 

4 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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At Sylvania Electronic Systems —with its nation-wide com- seminars, and post graduate study plans conducted on an 

plex of research and development laboratories and manufac- unusually generous scale. 

turing plants, this is no problem. The in-house project list : 3 “ - 

is diversified enough to accommodate most career changes. At i ied your eee ST ee a 

And a comprehensive educational assistance program makes a ne ihe SES-amail attitu fe af ec a grow a 

it possible to acquire background needed in any discipline. we a Small BloupsOrM (0! organization’ tradi 
tional small company advantage. And you will be able to 

Technical or administrative assignments are available in choose one of three distinct routes for advancement, all with 

current SES project areas including: ground electronics equal rewards—technical specialist, technical manager, pro- 

equipment for Minuteman missile sites + R&D in electronic gram / project manager. 

warfare field + electronic security systems + ASW systems + The SES missio to m t t 

special purpose airborne computers « laser systems + space- rams fo Gene Tale fh ede ES ASBGE A sys ont ¢ pros 

borne electronic and optical systems... plus world-wide engi- gral r ral Telepnone lectronics, the parent corpo- 

neering support systems. ration — guarantees an abundant variety of challenging and 

absorbing assignments in state-of-the-art electronics and 

Always available — whether you wish to change communications. Wherever your intellectual 

your field of interest or pursue it—are divi- run oN and professional curiosity leads, you'll have 

sion-wide conferences, in-plant courses and & more opportunity to satisfy it at SES. 

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS 
Total Communications from a single source through 

¥ ™ % 

SYLVANIA ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 

For further information about specific assignments, see your college placement officer, or 

write to Manager of College Relations, 40 Sylvan Road, Waltham, Massachusetts 02154. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

SES LABORATORIES ARE LOCATED SUBURBAN TO SAN FRANCISCO, BUFFALO AND BOSTON. 
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@ for a go-go career 

Look at DUNHAM-BUSH 
No, we don’t manufacture the TR-4A, but we Dunham-Bush career man. But if you want to 

have a lot in common with future sales engi- go-go on your first job, let us know. There’s 

neers, application engineers, product and de- an open road ahead. 

velopment engineers and laboratory specialists First step is to write for our brochure, 

who want to have a growth career in an ex- “Careers At Dunham-Bush."’ Next step is to 

ploding industry. talk with us. Why wait? 
u r m i Sonera 

best ait oolitting S icontlen oubectine 308/PAGE DUNHAM:BUSHHYDRONICS oo 

roducts (and you ou ht A see what ourR & 5 phim ei haters @) P , you ougnt to see STUDENTS AT HALF PRICE ad 
has cooking!) Today’s engineering students... 

tomorrow’s engineers can practically pick their Sponsored by a Dunham-Bush ie b 

location as we’re all over the map of the U. S. educational grant, this authorita- ~ 

as well as the world. tive text and reference hardbound book is 
We know that our industry is one of the most yours for half-price . . . $5.00. It’s endorsed 

dynamic in the history of man. Take air con- by engineering heads of leading universities. 
ditioning for instance. Not so long ago it was Money back guarantee if you are not com- 
limited to residential and commercial equip- pletely satisfied. Only work of its kind, you'll 
ment. Today Dunham-Bush is part of such find it invaluable now and later on in your 
industries as missiles, spacecraft, plastics and career. Be sure to state your school and class 
chemicals, to name a few. when ordering. Send for your copy now to 

The man who wants to sit still is not a Dunham-Bush, Inc., West Hartford 10, Conn. 

MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF | 
REFRIGERATION « AIR CONDITIONING « HEATING EQUIPMENT 
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You can do something about it. 

You can join IBM. And help shape computers are only tools—they For more information or if you 

a better world. can't think. And that's where youcome missed our interviewers, write to: 

The key is IBM computers. They're in. In your hands, man's most daring Manager of College Relations, 
helping medical researchers learn dreams can become reality—to make IBM Corporate Headquarters, Armonk, 
more about cancer and factors a better life for more people. New York 10504. IBM is an Equal 
associated with it. Helping educators _If that sounds like an exciting Opportunity Employer. 

develop new techniques for instructing prospect, it's because it is. A career 

culturally deprived children. Helping with IBM will give you both personal IBM 

engineers plan flood-prevention and professional fulfillment. '. 

PrIogiams: Your placement officer can tell you 
Computers are helping to do a lot of about career opportunities with IBM. 
good things for a lot of people. But See him, too, for an appointment 

with our interviewers. Before you 

conquer new worlds, try your hand at 
reshaping the old one. 

JANUARY, 1966 9
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Figuring on Getting Ahead ? 

We need aggressive, imaginative, well-trained men. In Sound good? If you're our kind of person it should. We're 
chemistry, chemical and mechanical engineering, physics, getting big—and getting big fast, but we haven't forgotten 
marketing, accounting. If you’re one of them you'll be what it’s like to be young. And one more thing —our worid- 
challenged to your limits because we're growing so fast. wide divisions and affiliates provide the opportunity for 
Our 1964 sales were up more than 25% to over $700 mil- movement to more than 70 plants, or laboratories, around 
lion. Complacent? Not on your life! We’re already planning — the world. 

for that second billion. Why not start now? Talk to your faculty and Placement 
What does this mean to you? It’s a chance to prove yourself Director, then arrange to see our representative when he 
and be rewarded with professional recognition, responsibil- visits your campus. Or write to: Matthew Park, Jr., Super- 
ity, authority—not to mention money. And a chance to work visor of University Recruitment, Celanese Corporation of 
fora company you know is as committed to America, 522 Fifth Avenue, New York, 
growing and broadening itself as you are. C_Pelawucac. New York 10036. Celanese® 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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Kambling with the é diler 

“TWO PRECIOUS DAYS” 

During this January Final Examination period, we will be able to 
observe the effects, if any, of an innovation in the semester calendar. 

Since the two-day “Open Period for Study” is experimental, con- 
ditional, probational, etc., we feel that certain steps should be taken 
to ensure its preservation. 

The advantages are patent and significant. An extra two days after 
the last day of classes is about the best thing that could happen for 
many of us. Everyone has been plagued at least once, we're sure, with 

a full day of classes on a Thursday and one or two final exams on 
Friday. No matter how diligent and studious one has been during the 
semester, one evening does not give adequate time for a review of a 

semester's material. 

Naturally, a desirable thing can be abused and the opportunities 
| for abuse of the study period are obvious too. Students may not utilize 
, the period and thus indicate to the administration and faculty that 
| extra time for review is unnecessary. And the faculty, too, may make 

the open period undesirable by assigning additional homework, “since 
students will have more time.” 

One class period per course, at most, is eliminated; one period 
out of 46 (slightly over 2%) for a three-credit course. Benefits certainly 
outweigh the costs. We sincerely trust that the open period for study 
will become as permanent as “Mech” courses. 

R. J. Smiru 

JANUARY, 1966 u
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DENNIS WITMER, RESEARCH ENGINEER 

Ch.E.,'61, University of Maryland “ i 

— : DOM TORIELLO, DON SIGMUND ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 
hmm NN OPEN-HEARTH FOREMAN E.E., 62 Carnegie Institute of Technology 
_ . 3 MtE., 63, Case Institute of Technology 

>. i. ‘ 

r Vue . Have you heard about all the opportunities for engineering 
| wry F , 

- | Ve ; and other technical graduates at Bethlehem Steel? You'll 

| | _ o a find a great deal more information in our booklet, “Careers 

’ i< a with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course.” You can ob- 

' 4 Lee tain a copy at your Placement Office, or drop a postcard 

a DL : to Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, 

fi a Bethlehem, Pa. 18016. 

KARL KUGLER, MECHANICAL ENGINEER . . 

ME., 62, State University of New York (Buffalo) An equal opportunity employer in the Plans for Progress Program 
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| ACCELERATED DEFENSE PROJECTS OPEN NEW 

Young graduate engineers will find broad new opportunities In addition, an expanding volume of work in commercial 

created by Allison’s expanding capabilities in the defense area. fields gives a solid base to these urgently needed military 

Allison long has been recognized as a leader in design, programs. 

development and production of advanced aircraft power sys- Chances are, the opportunity of your choice awaits you at 

tems, as well as power transmissions for military tracklaying Allison. Talk to our representative when he visits your cam- 

vehicles. As the energy conversion division of General Motors, pus. Or, write for our brochure describing opportunities in 

Allison also is making significant contributions in advanced the creative environment at Allison. Send your request to: 

aerospace and nuclear technology. Mr. R. C. Martz, Director of Personnel, Allison Division, 

Now, with the assignment of responsibility to operate the General Motors Corporation, Indianapolis, Indiana. 

Army’s Cleveland Tank-Automotive Plant, Allison is taking 

on a new dimension to its capability in the design, develop- 

ment and production of complex military weapons systems. * 

Thus, Allison represents a versatile opportunity for en- All 

gineers in the application of advanced technologies to aero- 1s0Mm 

space propulsion systems, and armored military vehicle sys- THE ENERGY CONVERSION Division oF =i 

tems—including one of their principal components, power GENERAL MOTORS, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA General Motors 

transmissions. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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ARTHQUAKES have been in PH 
Bese for as long as the ay wos ER £ 

world itself, according to ra- TER MANTL ¢ 
dioactive dating and other meth- oO sei 
ods. Theories on the cause of earth- L Lo 2 
quakes have ranged from giant Mor IN? ao 

| monsters, to the wrath of God, to f Bo & a ‘ 
such sophisticated theories as ra- : oe a qf DAteg- tr tae 

= * : * » fe ee ee TSS; o 
dioactive discharge. One thing that ie ee ae Se ©, ae 

everyone agrees on, however, is the i. Le : ae aS. Ye ; : : 3 Pl ee ea ae eNO he vast amount of destruction that is fo | eS te a 

incurred by an earthquake of high Po fr * . : oe Cy aA 

| magnitude. ee p | co RE F me : a 

This article will give a brief Bo oo pe \ i ae 
resumé of the causes and common coe ; 2 oo Eda oaiadied 
characteristics of earthquakes. ee ] : Does woune-witet a ue 

Ce Se oo SN TiNY! ee a 

EARLY THEORIES OF EARTHQUAKE eine et | 

The earliest mention of earth- mh fher i . aa 
quakes on record is in the sixtieth LS? ! 8 a 
Psalm in the Bible: “Thou hast Le y a ££ 
made the earth to tremble; thou _ : oe a j 
hast broken it; heal the breaches Ns : 3 oe 
thereof; for it shaketh.” At the time Ni oS a ’ 
that the sixtieth Psalm was written, ‘ oe 
it was the common belief that . = ce | 
earthquakes were God’s way of . oe 

saying that He was displeased with 
the actions of His people. This . Lo. 
theory died when scientific meth- Figure 2.—The interior of the earth. 

ods of analysis were introduced, 
but it was again revived when, in 
1857, following the great Italian . . . : a : 
earthquake, the Pope proclaimed changes in the earth. Certain of just a discontinuity in the earth's 
that it was God’s revenge for the these are still believed to play a interior or crust. There are two 
sins of the people. This theory was V¢TY small role in the triggering basic types of faults which occur: 
quickly refuted by the people and of earthquakes. 1. the strike-slip fault which occurs , 
particularly by Robert Mallet, who when the two sides of the fault 

had just finished extensive tests FAULTS IN THE EARTH -—s in horizontal directions, ae 
F i e 20ts ig ives 1. ne vertica. au In which 1e 

Fe portaleted that oe aun Before the causes of earthquakes walls move in vertical directions. 
was the result of large explosions can be completely or even partially = The two types of vertical faults 
in a focal cavity deep within the a onal: it is fn bere to be are: A. the normal fault in which 
earth; amiliar with certain basic concepts the upper or hanging wall moves 

. . and definitions of geology. Faults down in relation to the footwall, 
Some of the more interesting are fractures in the earth along and whose menibers axe in tension: 

theories have been handed down which formerly continuous beds of and B. the reverse fault in which 
£0, US through mythology from dif- rock have been dislocated in a di- the opposite occurs—the hanging 
ferent nations. The Japanese be- rection parallel to the fault surface. wall moves up relative to the foot- 

lieved that earthquakes were the This means that a fault is really wall, and its members are in com- 
result of the writhing of a giant pression. (See Fig. 1.) 
catfish that lived beneath the crust This leads to anothex detininion 

' of the earth. The peoples of South en opecs M0 1 ich can be | ot 
Anierica believed that it was a . or CescHpuon which fan oo est 

c a. understood by the use of Fig. 2. 
whale instead of a catfish and the en The earth is made f the : 
North American Indians believed i——FA Cy : © earth Is made up of the upper 

2 : . be Se and lower crusts which together 

that a giant tortoise: Was ‘Tesponst” Se | are between four and fifty miles 
as the wild contortions: of the Ag f thick. The mantle and interme- 
ear). | Sige diate shell together extend about 

There were many minor hypoth- —§ [7>———~* Te | 1800 miles down. The mantle is al- 
eses that followed, such as the [est No most entirely made of solid rock 
belief that earth movements were Comte, of Macélivane whose true identity is not entirely 
due to atmospheric disturbances, Figure 1.—A typical fault showing the The core is divided into two layers 

electrical discharges, or chemical hanging wall and the footwall. known. The core is divided into 
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two layers (not shown in Fig. 2). closely associated with the elastic The continental drift theory ' ) & y 
The outer core, which is metallic rebound theory except it postu- postulates that all the land of the 
liquid, goes down about 1000 miles lates that the forces set up by heat world was once one continent sit- 
more, from the mantle to the inner and compression in a small re- uated in the middle of what is 
core. Unlike the outer core, the in- gional core are suddenly released now the Atlantic ocean. There is 
ner core appears to consist entirely in all directions much like a fire- a ridge in the mid-Atlantic that 
of metal in the solid state. Most cracker: seems to substantiate this theory. j 
faults occur within the mantle, Also the bulge on the west coast 
while a few occur in the crust. of Africa would fit very nicely into 

THEORIES OF EARTH FAILURE the Caribbean area and the bulge x 8! 
MODERN THEORIES OF The causes of faulting. like so Of Brazil would fit into the dip in 

EARTHQUAKES GN . &> the southwest coast of Africa. 
many other phenomena of nature, There are also new methods of con Since the beginning of the are : > i 5 pre a a . . 

20th ee ree sli ath before a i Ea — ao ca firming this theory by the study of 5 Met 2 neg y many theories that try. The ist magnetism which has been in the 
mere fas Deen only one main popular theory is the contraction earth since its formation. The pull- 
theory, with St sub-theory pad hypothesis. This is the oldest of the ing apart of the continents suppos- several subordinate theories, on the “ sume A 2 : ” Ly se of earthy tr Ti ‘é modern theories and it assumes edly caused crevasses and faults, 

cause 18 wearin tremors. Ene! mas that the earth is cooling in the — and may still be causing the 
easily accepted is the elastic re- . « 3 : ; , . : region between 80 and 600 miles stresses which are needed for the y bound theory. Very briefly defined, . : : ” : ; ' : deep. This cooling causes the formation of earthquakes. this theory states that when the varth’s surface, which is not cool 
stresses on the alls are built up, Camas sur mt w a s A om The expanding earth hypothesis 
reach a limit, the surfaces of the ing, to pu togetl Se states that the earth started out as 
fault will) suddenly snap, slide cracks or faults. This theory could a very small solid ball of material, 
relative to each other, and release also be used to explain the elastic ‘hut due to an. increase in gravity 

tremendous amounts of — energy. rebound theory which says that and internal pressures the earth is . 
when. the distorting forces reach a gradually expanding in size. The 

magnitude which exceeds the fric- expansion sets up forces similar to 
tional resistance of the fault sur- those necessary for the formation 

A Before. -crusial .|. movement B face, the elastically stored energy of earthquakes. The expansion also 
SSS Eee ee ae is suddenly released. There have creates great fissures which spew 

been numerous attempts to dis- forth molten rock in the form of 
cover exactly where the forces that volcanoes. The molten rock is 

Al_Extreme of eh, cause the distortion come from. formed by the heat created by the 
4 Stic z This could be a possible solution. internal pressures. 
A-—-—-—————-------= . Ve t icone: ¢ Gistory: | The convection current hypoth- The theory of isostasy (equal 

x “en esis assumes that heat is being gen- _ standing) refers to the changes in 
2 B erated by radioactive disintegra- the surface of the earth due to the 

tion. This heat slowly builds up low densities of features such as 
A’ After and is then carried to the surface mountains, and the high densities 4 

by gigantic convection currents of plain areas. Because gravity is y B Y Sig I 7 : 
aarp ne Waterers within the mantle. Because of their 2 function of density and mass, 

4 faulting pr tremendous size these currents the high densities of the plains 
have the power to distort the fea- | tend to buoy up the low density 
tures of the earth (See Fig. 4) The mountains thereby equalizing the 

currents supposedly move with a gravitational attraction of each. 
Figure 3.—Elastic rebound along a fault, velocity of about one and one half These forces are supposedly at i 

feet per century. work at all times equalizing the 
on. oo, . heights of the crust and the mantle. 

Mig. 3 illustrates this principle. The If this theory, which has been 
sides of the fault are held together proven and disproven by many 
in static equilibrium. As the iaeteann people, is true, then it too could 

stresses on the wall are built HDs Rift and Ridge explain the forces that act on faults the surfaces start to deform until Continent Continent to form earthquakes. 
the maximum. stress point is 1 . 
reached and the whole thing re- \ i These five theories go a long way 
leases. This theory could be com- \ toward explaining the extremely 
pared to getting your foot stuck in large stresses necessary to activate 
the mud. You pull and pull and an earthquake of high magnitude. 
finally your foot releases and you J { Because we do not know. ex- ; 
fly backwards due to the elastic actly how the earth was formed, 
rebound. wants whether it was formed by the con- 

A second hypothesis which has densation of hot gas, or the accre- 
been discarded by most geologists (Sore ~ tion of cold particles, it cannot be 
is the regional force theory. It is Figure 4.—Convection currents. determined whether the earth is 
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still heating up or cooling off. If Slight tremors are often felt before ods, one of which is depth. Shallow 
it is really heating up, then the and after volcanic eruptions but quakes are those whose focus is 
contraction theory has to be thrown they are not caused directly by less than 80 miles deep. Those in 
out. If it is cooling off then the ex- _ the pressures of the molten gases. the range from 80 to 300 miles are 
pansion hypothesis must be Last and by far least, are rock- _ considered intermediate, with the 
dropped. bursts. These occur in mines due to _ deep being those greater in depth 

One of the few weaknesses ii failure of rock under stress result- _ than 300 miles. 
the faulting theory of earthquake img from removal of material. Another method of classification 
causation is the observation that Rockbursts afford opportunity for — ;, by the use of scales which are relatively few earthquakes have Special seismological investigations hased on human judgement. One 
been accompanied by surface but they contribute little to the oF the most popular of these scales 
faults. It is usually just assumed Overall: effect of earthquakes. is the Modified Mercalli Scale, 
that the slipping occurred at depth There are other isolated pockets shown in the box on page 18. with no surface rupture. of earthquakes that may be the . 

result of local geophysical action. The scales of this type are 
The earthquakes of the New Eng- __ basically measuring the intensity 

CAUSES OF SUBORDINATE land and St. Lawrence region are Of the earthquake. With uniform 
EARTHQUAKES thought to be the result of isostatic surface . conditions, the Mercalli 

There are four basic causes of | Teadjustments of the earth’s crust scale will drop one grade each time 
earthquakes of a lesser nature. All incident to the retreat of the ice the distance from the epicenter, 
of them have been generally ac- sheet which covered much of the which is the point on the earth's 
cepted so it will not be necessary to northern United States and just ice directly above the focus, is 

discuss their merits to any great about all of Canada. doubled. 
length. 

Collapse earthquakes are caused iia Gpieuane OF MAGNITUDE 
by the failure of large caverns, . ; . The other main way of classify- 
usually in and area where large There are basically three things ing earthquakes is by magnitude, 
limestone caves are numerous. The to be studied when dealing with which is a measure of the energy 
collapse of the walls and roof is earthquakes: released. To find the energy of an 
enough to cause a slight jar in the 1. Causes leading up to earth- earthquake, the amplitude (c-d of 
immediate area. It had been quakes. Fig. 5 and period (a-b of Fig. 5) 
thought once that these collapses 2. Motion produced by earth- of the waves produced by the 
were the cause of all earthquakes, quakes in the earth. earthquakes must be known, the 

but this can be easily disproven 3. The effects of this motion on distance between the epicenter 
by comparison of the amount of humanity. and the recording must be found, 
energy released by collapse and and a correction factor for the par- 
the amount necessary for a large The first portion of this article was ticular station where recordings are 
quake, designed " explain re aie being made must be introduced. 

—_ . - amée is second part is intended to The correction factor takes into ac- 
a sara be the taper of group motions and effects under count local geologic conditions and 

ate ; with the earth. The onl: one broad haading-characteristics. the individual characteristic of the 
m a we . ee ft y The exact center of an earth- recorder 

recorded instance © a fremor quake is called the focus, which : 
caused by meteors was in Siberia is wenerally: deen j 2 . The energy released by a shock ; . s generally deep in the earth but . : 
on June 30, 1908. Huge craters may b here f the surface Of great magnitude is of the order 
covering an area of 15 to 20 miles pl daar Allene tama acd f 10%e hich i al to ap- c 1i oo : “e found. Despi down to about 400 miles. The more OF “WT BS, Which Is equal to ay a anaes BY trative eats gery PrOrmates ome, ion fot Hietebe showex kiewu, it rast have their foci near the surface, eee EMPEY ESIEASee 1s, © 

barely caused enough movement thereby aren much greater ‘ aT 
to be recorded by geologists. agitation of the crustal area. 1. Heat energy, which is dis- 

sipated within the earth and 
Much has been written about Classification . aa, 3 

and much faith has been placed in . 2. Elastic wave energy which is 
the connection of earthquakes and Earthquakes are classified ac- dissipated as the waves spend 
voleanoes. The idea that both are ©rding to several different meth- themselves. 

due to pressures operating in great 

reservoirs of molten rock at con- (3) é 
siderable depth has long been € 
abandoned. It is a well established E i (0) (4) 
fact that this is the cause of vol- = § a 
canoes, but any earthquakes as- 3|- 
sociated with volcanoes are caused S a b 
by side effects such as the great @ ©) 
stress and thrusts that are pro- —— Time 

duced in a volcanic eruption. Figure 5.—Simple harmonic motion. 
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; Distribution and Frequency 

Modified Mercalli Scale (after Hodgson) There are four main belts of 
ia ot . earthquakes around the earth: 

I. Not felt except by a very few under especially favorable . m . 
direumstances. 1. The circum-Pacific belt with 

II. Felt by only a few persons at rest, especially on upper floors many branches. 
of buildings. Delicate suspended objects may swing. 2, Mediterranean and_ trans- / 

III. Felt quite noticeably indoors, especially on upper floors of Asiatic belt. 
building, but many people do not recognize it as an earth- 3. Narrow belts through the 
quake, Standing motor cars may rock slightly. Vibration like Arutic and Atlantic Ofeans 
passing truck. Duration estimated. and East-African underwater 

IV. During the day felt indoors by many, outdoor by few. At valleys. 
night some awakened. Dishes, windows, doors disturbed; walls 4. Scattered belts of only local ; 
make creaking sound. Sensation like heavy truck striking significance. 
building. Standing motor cars rocked noticeably. It is estimated that over one mil- 

V. Felt by nearly everyone: Many awakened. Some dishes, win- lion earthquakes occur annually 
dows, ete., broken; a few instances of cracked plaster; un- with the majority of them occur- 
stable object overturned. Disturbances of trees, poles, and ring in one of these four regions. In 

other tall objects sometimes noticed, Pendulum clocks say stop. Hawaii alone in the months of 
VI. Felt by all; many frightened and run outdoors. Some heavy September and October of 1959 ‘ 

furniture moved; a few instances of fallen plaster or damaged over 22,000 earthquakes were re- 

chimneys. Damage slight. corded. Most of them were too 
VII. Everybody runs outdoors. Damage negligible in buildings of small to be felt but were recorded 

good design and construction; slight to moderate in well built with sensitive instruments. 
ordinary structures; considerable in poorly built or badly de- 
signed structures; some chimneys broken, Noticed by persons Strong-Motion Instruments 

driving motorcars. There are many types of instru- 
VIII. Damage slight in specially designed structures; considerable ments that are used in the detec- 

in ordinary substantial buildings, with partial collapse; great tion and classification of earth- 
in poorly built structures. Panel walls thrown out of frame quakes. Possibly one of the most 

structures. Fall of chimneys, factory stacks, columns, monu- interesting of these is the strong- 

ments, walls, heavy furniture overturned. Sand and mud motion instrument. Designed by 
ejected in small amounts. Changes in well water. Disturbs the United States Coast and 
persons in motor cars. Geodetic Survey, it records ground 

IX. Damage considerable in specially designed structures; well- acceleration and the ground dis- ‘ 

designed frame structures thrown out of plumb; great in sub- placement on a sheet of photo- 
substantial buildings, with partial collapse. Buildings shifted graphic paper. The actual displace- 
off foundations. Ground cracked conspicuously. Underground ment of the ground is small and 
pipes broken, seldom exceeds a fraction of an 

X. Some well-built wooden structures destroyed; most masonry inch but it can leave some wierd 
and frame structures destroyed with foundations; ground patterns as illustrated by Fig. 6. ‘ 
badly cracked. Rails bent. Landslides considerable from river 
banks and steep slopes. Shifted sand and mud. Water splashed CONCLUSION 

over banks. . 
XI. Few, if any, (masonry) structures remain standing. Bridges b a study of a, s 

destroyed. Broad fissures in ground, Underground pipelines whe eat & EE ees eQHICS: 

completely out of service, Earth slumps and land slips in soft € TE a he . : th, Eat fees 
ground. Rails bent greatly. porte y. ene: Sach! taLlure , 

. oe . ; Tee a theories, which are based on the 
XII. Damage total. Waves seen on ground surfaces. Lines of sight heor £1 the earth : 

and level distorted. Objects thrown upward in the air. f cory or me ae wes 
ormed. From this it can be seen 
that there is really no firm founda- 
tion for the study of earthquakes, 

sy KN eT oe ie a been much ’ 
SSeS work done in this field. 
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by 

Edward E. Bellin, meag4 

Sori like faith, is the substance CLIMATE soil itself. Some of the weathering 

of things hoped for, the evi- Soil-forming processes are di- forces are: rain, sunshine, frost, 

dence of things not seen. It is : ; and wind. Water, wind, gravity, 
fhe stati fat (Oe all ‘the Livi rectly affected by climate. Climate and ice will tra port the soil. The 

a “ar Ta Pca he : th ae determines the kind of vegetation  *” ont es fal “ tl re sor ‘4 es 
ane hae m D1 t eis : ‘ 4 ie predominating in any region. It af- ee “Te ed b 0 th ee The 

: lowers that grow in the garden, fects the percolation rate in. the as deposited by the d. : 

the trees that tower in the woods soil by the z f tg ge parent material in the northern 
s y the amount of precipitation, Me . 1 th 

and forests, and the grains and ihe relative humidity, th : part of the United States and the 
z i y, the tempera a 

grasses that flourish in the fields, oe cn marine sediments along the Gulf 

ell th imals that co Tinie, iad ie length of the arose: and Atlantic coasts were deposited as we as ne anu 'S a n= C : a a » coasts were =} site 
es free period. nae ‘ 

== ee i ie sae Some of the direct effects of cli- by oe Thexstore, wens hering 

athe sol Man hime by way of tonal frmaton ince: aot vay tonnes the ch a he food he eats, a uct ‘ : z acts e soil. are 

of the soil. . ° 1. A shallow accumulation of essentially two types of weather- 

Soil is what is left of the rocks 2 ae colle in I of ee ene ing; namely, physical or mechan- 

that originally covered the face of i tei en: = ie: Stine areas CUE ical weathering, and chemical 

the earth after uel ‘weathering 4 Thin "soils on leap hillsides weathering. 
forces as rain, sunshine, frost, an! e ° ae eee 

mind Dave bilan them to pieces. because of the quantity and Physical Weathering 

Soil also contains the remains of intensity of rain producing Temperature. The most uni- 

many generations of plants and SrOSIOR, . versal type of physical weathering 

soundly that have lived on the 4, Deposition of soil material is hae winch s produced i 

earth. _ downstream. as . changes in temperature. Expansion 

Soil must be considered in rela- o More intense erosion in warm and contraction in the superficial 

tion to its environment. Soil, cli- a where the soil does layer of the rocks, when of suf- 

mate, and vegetation are all so not freeze, ficient magnitude and suddenness, 

closely related that if one knows Soils come from rocks. The rocks can result in strains leading to 

the facts about any two of these, will weather to form the parent shattering. This type of weather- 

he can deduce the facts about the material of the soil. The parent ing occurs mostly in dry climates 

third. material will weather to form the where great changes in tempera- 
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ture occur at sunrise and sunset. throughout the profile, except the clay formation increases. The ' 
Changes in temperature from day where variations in the com- increase in clay content continues 
to night and from season to season position of the soil-forming until the rainfall becomes great 
tend to break the rocks into large- material prevent this. Move- enough to eluviate the clay from 
scale pieces. In cool climates with ment of colloids by percolat- the top layer of the soil down to 
greater rainfall, the effects of ing water is limited, probably the next layer. This decrease in 
freezing and thawing are often im- because of the high state of clay content in the top layer de- 
portant in the breaking apart of aggregation due to the abun- _ creases the possibilities for aggre- ‘ 
rocks, depending on the number dance of calcium ions. gate formation. The layer percent- 
of joints and interstices which be- 4. A zone of calcium-carbonate age of aggregation of silt and clay 
come filled with water in winter. and magnesium-carbonate _ in regions of decreasing rainfall is 
The screes of our mountain valleys frequently develops. This due to the amount of organic mat- 
are examples of the disruptive zone is thought to coincide ter present. 
action of alternating frost and with the depth to which When rainfall is constant and 4 
thaw. percolating water most fre- temperature increases, the percent- 

Rivers, moving ice in glaciers, quently penetrates. age of aggregation of silt and clay 
wave action, and the blast of sand 5. Soil organic matter accumu- is affected differently in humid 
grains in the wind are all agents lates throughout virtually the and semi-arid regions. The percent 
of physical weathering. Desert soils entire profile. of aggregation of silt and clay de- 
and the soils of the arctic and al- creases from Canada to Texas. This ‘ pine regions result primarily from Below is a generalized map decrease in aggregation is due to 
physical weathering. These soils of the annual precipitation in the the lowering of organic matter 
are termed “skeletal” and are char- United States. content with the increasing tem- 

store, anes WTE® —Temperatare and Precipitation eat. The agsreation of tes Ere , . Versus Aggregation. It is interest- SOUS Varies trom per-cent in Temperature governs the speed tion with the soil-forming climatic Canada to 25 per-cent in Texas. 
of chemical and biological reac- tion with the soilforming. climatic The “S-shaped curve which cor- , 
tions. It decreases the effectiveness factors of rainfall and temperature. relates the aggregation of silt and 
of rainfall by increasing the evap- The finer-textured soils have more Clay in humid soils with tempera- 
oration in warmer climates. Higher silt and clay to aggregate than do ture is due to the differences | in 
temperatures are generally as- jhe coarse-textured. soils. Aggre- factors contributing to the building 
sociated with increased clay con- gate analyses are available for a of secondary particles. These ten- 
tent in the profile. Organic matter — Tumber of different soils which dencies indicate that the soil-form- 
accumulation increases with de- have yielded sufficient data for a ing climatic factors of rainfall and 
creasing mean temperature and in- correlation between climate and temperatures are expressed in the 
creasing precipitation, aggregation. The results show the structure of the major soil groups. 

Precipitation. Precipitation af- formulation of several tendencies. . 
fects the soil moisture content, Some of these tendencies can be Chemical Weathering 
aeration, and leaching. Rainwater seen from the curves on page. Chemical weathering processes 
tends to dissolve some of the lime- The percentage of aggregates is depend on the decomposing action 
stone and other parts of the rock. low in desert soils because of a low of water, the presence of dissolved § 
Wetting and drying cause expan- clay content. This is due to slow carbon dioxide, and, in some cases, 
sions and contractions of the chemical weathering under arid the organic acids formed from the 
loosened limestone particles, conditions. As rainfall increases, decay of plant residues. Chemical 
breaks them apart, and _ finally 
leaches them out of the soil. 

Low rainfall, low relative humid- 5 
ity, and severe wind or water ero- 

sion of the soil material are factors ay « 
retarding soil-profile development. I _ 
Some of the physical and chemical ir 4 dS (i. 0-10 
characteristics of soils developing [SS Fn SS = 
under conditions of limited rain- (Kj Git, “SS 20-20 : Ss RON REP NG 
fall are: si = KK EEE 20-30 ‘ 

1. The colloid is dominated by al Ey aa \ SMOMIWSLD WK 30-40 
bases—primarily calcium. KK pS —= 7 

2. The soil reaction is near or Se 2 =| 40-50 
above neutral in most  hori- — [ea oT —— 
zons with slight acidity often — SS \y7__ LL 50-60 
characterizing the surface FUSING ‘il at iy, i , 

i £8 SEAN Y;\ GN over 60 horizons. SS HENS CA, 
3. The chemical and mineralog- TAY gy ie over 100 

ical makeup of the colloid “S 
fraction is relatively uniform Figure 1—Generalized map of annual precipitation. 
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? Desert Soils Chernozerms Padzols Influence of Natural Vegetation on 
50 T | S Soil Formation 

Eo. 
gy 7 Xzp | The character of natural vegeta- 

2 Rn, tion really expresses the sum of all AAT Reeke ee 8 25 4— a x > eh Shp the climatic factors under which 
Me . é Te 

. é ee | Re | ~ it grows. Its influences on soil for- 
mation is brought about mostly by 

0 ET | the kind, amount, and distribution 
Thoreasing Rainfall of the organic matter which they 

add. 

The kind of soil material influ- 

ences the trees that will grow on & 
100 — it. These trees in turn influence 

the soil-forming processes. For ex- 

, L— | ample, pine trees will grow on a 

& 75 S 3 more acid soil than will beech, 
4 < 4 oe maple, or basswood. The pine I 1 
9g > 2 | needles are lower in calcium, po- 

«50 n tassium, and magnesium than the 
* SY - 43 leaves of these other trees. The 
+d O > q b ‘ . 
ar . leaching water through decaying | ; g gh ying 
So endih spat} | ted] pine needles is therefore more 
a8 25 t acid. This means that there will 
8 be a greater leaching effect on the 
& a surface soil. 

30 LO 50 60 70 80 ane transition Zone between 
vegetation types shows the effect 

Mean Annual Temperature, °F, 8 : YP . 5 of soil conditions the greatest. In 

Figure 2.—The climatic aspect of soil aggregation. the northern coniferous forests 
there is little ground vegetation. 
The main source of soil organic 

matter is leaf fall which tends to 
weathering becomes more intense temperatures. The amount of — form a superficial layer of acid 
on the surface of rocks where phys- leaching of base elements in the peaty humus, The leaves are nat- 

ical weathering has already taken soil is another direct effect of cli-  urally poor in mineral substances. 
place; however, chemical weather- mate. High rainfall will cause The leaf fall is richer in mineral 
ing alone is capable of dis- greater washing-out of calcium, po- constituents under deciduous 

integrating. oo tassium, and magnesium. Many _ forests. 
Chemical weathering involves soils rich in limestone long ago are Forests grow best under humid 

two phases; namely, (a) the dis- now strongly acid in the surface. conditions while extreme humidity 
appearance of certain minerals and As rainfall decreases, the lime ac- leads to bog or moor, We have 

(b) the formation of secondary cumulation layer tends to be already noted that the rainfall de- 
products. Secondary products may nearer to the surface. creases as you cross the Great 
originate by precipitation from so- Plains from east to west. The 

Iutions containing the soluble prod. VEGETATION native vegetative cover changes 

9 went ae The TAIDETA Th . . from trees or tall thick grass to 
silicates such as the felspars, micas, The vegetation growing on any short or bunch grass as shown in 
and ferromagnesian minerals are given area of soil in its virgin state Figure 3 
principally affected by chemical provides a clue not only to the Ground vegetation also provides 
weathering. Certain minerals are nature of the climate, but also to f 7 ‘eo ide le " no nt of ‘or. 
practically unaffected by chemical the nature of the underlying soil a o vsafter: Gn ta das ~ a more 0 
weathering and persist unaltered as well. Climate influences soil for-  B@N1© MANETs I TACK, eve es 

« ‘ ae . than the forests do. The organic 
in the soil. mation indirectly, largely through 

I og . . j eet matter under the tall grasses ex- 
n areas of cold temperature its action on vegetation. For ex- : : 

. a a ‘ tends 15 to 30 inches in depth 
and/or low rainfall, chemical ample, grasses can get along with hile the organic matter under 
weathering is relatively slow. It is less water than trees. Drought = "Ce BE ORGANS Oa Gee 

oe . . short grasses extends only six to 
at a minimum under desert con- tends to stop plant growth and Naht inches in depth. The higher 
ditions since it is quite dependent eventually kill the plant. Rain pro- one, e e waiter ok fies t 7 os 

. on the presence of water. In- vides conditions for reseeding. lands a8 co r cd. i. tcadt vats 
creased temperatures will speed Trees do not reestablish themselves ie ch Be a. namnbes ae aroun 

. : ; . s am 7 sircum- 
up chemical reactions and decom- so easily. That is why the dry Great ite ‘ ue vena 
position of organic matter. Plains are a natural grassland and STANCES 

Chemical weathering is speeded trees are the dominant vegetation 1. Accumulation of organic mat- 
up with increased rainfall and in the humid climates. ter under forest conditions 
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ff : er D\ & a 
FRAIS- sities 

ge A 5) eG & Sy, uid Ny The Company’s first engine, the Wasp, took 

. oe . y) BY AS os r to the air on May 5, 1926. Within a year the 
<a 3 AD) ‘ Se = Ake . Wasp set its first world record and went on 

ve ax ih ai: to smash existing records and set standards 
Ree sj wy > , fhe . for both land and seaplanes for years to 

e a BESS x Gowe = come, carrying airframes and pilots higher, 
“ 2 EX EIR VY an a en farther, and faster than they had ever gone 

2 VEE ae eens before. ‘ 
os : ie 7 oe ee 

e- 2 oe ie ¢ 2 eS a8 . . — 

Le _ “0X 

S S a se - i is Pag re ae 

Be See eae As: cae . 

ie Bees oo i i Zag s Ra : es Fr \ 

} fe NT) eed 6 In recent years, planes powered by Pratt 
\ GES | ee fe & Whitney Aircraft have gone on to set 

Gs oe ek gies a ce . new standards of performance in much the 

ee rs Sd same way as the Wasp had done in the 
2 AGRE ae ae GES. 1920's. The 727 and DC-9 are indicative of 
y E Die Pm ae ate soe oa re the new family of short-to-medium range 

gee ee fs i —— jetliners which are powered by the highly 

Ean Ce ee . a successful JT8D turbofan. Examples of  ‘ 
Geren Oa ee Si current military utilizations are the J58- 

pe G2 ee er ih powered Mach 3 YF-12A which recently 
OE Co ee Cee r pee Gee hee a established four world aviation records and 

a Om Ses ize )) eee the advanced TF30-powered F-111 variable- 
Tee uns POUT oa. : | oe geometry fighter aircraft. 

ALOT oan Sig ee foe ee 

oS = cs —— i e : _ 
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PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT ero YEARS ES 

oe Pel dE olen aoe | \ oe ie, ; 

at es iz Le 

ae ae =| ee i 
m mS | | RECORD OF STABILITY : Peuleee 

P as re) | Pett = aaa 
: ce ono ele _ {No dip in technical population 5 

a é ep oe tor the last quarter 2 o ail A 

4 es ee 1 of a century) : i g Fi ee [ 
3 x be he aoe 

Ne : 2 4 “ : : i fe a 

eet 20 Ae ee a ae dtl 

Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look ship in fields such as gas turbines, liquid hydrogen 
at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft—where technical careers technology and fuel cells. 

See te are growth, ee challenge, and lasting Should you join us, you'll be assigned early responsi- 

ae aq a8 tha i engineers and scientists are recog- _ lity. You'll find the spread of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft’s 
nee Gan the major reason for the Company's con- programs requires virtually every technical talent. You'll 
tinued success. find opportunities for professional growth further en- 
Engineers and scientists at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft hanced by our Corporation-financed Graduate Educa- 
are today exploring the ever-broadening avenues of tion Program. Your degree can be a BS, MS or PhD in: 

energy conversion for every environment... all opening MECHANICAL e AERONAUTICAL e ELECTRICAL ¢ CHEMICAL 
up new avenues of exploration in every field of aero- ENGINEERING e PHYSICS e CHEMISTRY e METALLURGY 

space, marine and industrial power application. The e CERAMICS e MATHEMATICS e ENGINEERING SCIENCE OR 

technical staff working on these programs, backed by APPLIED MECHANICS. 

Management's determination to provide the best and For further information concerning a career with Pratt 

most advanced facilities and scientific apparatus, has & Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement 
already given the Company a firm foothold in the cur- officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering 

rent land, sea, air and space programs so vital to our Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, 

country’s future. The list of achievements amassed Connecticut 06108. 

by our technical staff is a veritable list of firsts in the 

development of compact power plants, dating back to 

the first Wasp engine which lifted the United States speciatists IN POWER... POWER FOR PROPULSION—POWER 
to a position of world leadership in aviation. These FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE 
engineering and scientific achievements have enabled AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUS- 

the Company to obtain its current position of leader- TRIAL APPLICATIONS. 

er ft U Sy NS . . a 2 
Lo Pratt & Wh itney A I rcra DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP, 

B ~ SI CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT A 
LISS FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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comes from leaf-fall which is SSS Q 
exposed to serious losses by MSS . \. 
oxidative decomposition oc- NS: EES EEG Q 5 NS 

. KOSPROKS | cians. atccenaombicesaimnaacael YD 

curring on the surface. Plant NS \ ———— Ree SS LY 
residues under grassland con- NS SSS SR \N SS NN 

maaan d GUT & thi yg KEK Sl GR iP ditions are added both within A RNS N . 
the soil from dead plant roots N:: eres BP: &S nee SSS Vk 4 and. 2 face ff RNP i ES Beeson og and at the surface from the RA Pe eee en Seo 

remains of leaves and stems RS yrange NSS y 

of dead plants. BY: pes WER 

5. Fie servis savtlhwor WK OA ERS 
2. The activity of earth-worms YG Se 

and other burrowing animals LZ SS" 
is greater under grasslands Y jp = = 

than under forests. Therefore Za kt) SRN 
there is a more rapid and BER 

c G b> S 
thorough incorporation of res- GQ Ray . 

: SKS 39 
idues throughout the profile. See YS 

3. Biological decomposition is SoH SS 
. SF bo5 

more restricted due to sum- “J 

mer drought under grassland ‘ 
conditions than under the hu- RORY Tall grass 

id forest conditions. = 
" Short grass 

ajor ects oO} egetation 020" 0 oo} Mesquite grass 

Vegetation is the source of or- Wa 

ganic matter in soils. Soil develop- Forest ’ 
ment in the portion of the soil pro- Arid woodland 

file in which there is a noticeable carats 
influence of organic materials on Sage brush 

the changes in the physical and 

chemical properties of the mineral Wl Creosote bush 

conshituents. Grasses and Frees are Figure 3.—Map showing the native plant cover in the United States. This map 
the two most important — single does not show the small areas of tall-grass prairie in Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, and . 
groups of plants which synthesize Wisconsin. 

organic matter. Their relationship 

to climate in soil development is 

seen in Figure 4. 

Canopy Protection. The above- 

ground portion of plants is very 8. @ ; 
effective in preserving the content i 

of large pores in the soil. Raindrop . 
impact deteriorates the structure 

of the soil by decreasing the vol- 4. 

ume percentage of large pores } 2. 3 fj 
more than the total porosity. In " " ff ; 
1874 Wollny observed that peas, Ate Wi _ =e a 
rye, and vetch protected the soil == 4 === F== es = | Aj = A, 
from raindrops to such an extent a SS ee ae Hien, S10, Ar J ae Az 
that the non-capillary porosity of Calo. eee = 3 Bt B B 

protected soil was 3 a 3 Aye HIGHy HGH the protected soil was 34 to 53 per = he 25 Acc oy 
cent higher than the adjacent un- Permanently Dry ep 249 Dew; 
protected soil. As the number of Substrata wed o- ' 
plants per unit surface area in- Pedocals oo 
creases, there is a reduction in the Pedalfers tly Moist 
magnitude of the soil volume in- ace OLS 
crease. A certain number of fer- MOSUL wa 
tilized plants are about as effective Figure 4.—Schematic diagram showing relation of climate and vegetation 
as twice as many unfertilized to soil development. 

plants. Structural changes are due 1. Cactus—arid—high evaporation 

to the dispersion of aggregates in 2. Sage heehee atid 
the soil surface and the movement a “whos ia 
of silt and clay into larger pores. 5. ‘Hardwoods 
This increases compaction and de- 6. Conifers—humid—low evaporation 
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Sophisticated, work-saving aids 

help Bell System engineers 

provide Important Communications services 

As an engineer your future could be important to us. engineer selects a number of alternative plans to be 
You might be able to contribute to our continuing analyzed in detail by a computer. His final decision is 
leadership in the communications field. Therefore, you based primarily on an analysis of the computer output. 
should know something about us and how we operate. The computer supplies more significant data, and 

: Bell System engineers deal with modern problems supplies it much faster, than laborious, manual cal- 
in modern ways. They have at their command the culation methods. The engineer is thus relieved of 
latest in technology and equipment. dull, time-consuming computation, and he plans facili- 

An example is how computer programs aid in _ ties with increased confidence—knowing that he is 
providing telephone service for new communities. providing efficient and economical communications, 

. . tailored for a given area. 
| Engineers at Bell Telephone Laboratories have : : 

devised computer programs broad enough in scope You may well find a rewarding career in the Bell 
so that Bell System operating telephone companies System, where people find solutions to exciting 
can use them to engineer the required wide variety problems. The Bell System companies are equal 
of telephone plant networks. opportunity employers. Arrange for an on-campus 

oo interview through your Placement Office, or talk to 
As part of a continuing effort, programs have been 

. i a local Bell System company. 
designed to analyze communications needs of an 

area for determining the best plant network layout — 

and switching office location. EA Bell System 

In general, the necessary data are collected and the \_*_A American Telephone & Telegraph and Associated Companies 

. mBEBee bes el ere oe : : ae ‘mJ aa 

aa | =— 
Qe ~ : - ea ‘Breas A — 

as : enme 

@ wt oo 
eee aces See & a @ a 

bel cee eel _ be ee ee a) 

| | | 

: Uc et acl oe iL 

om —— 

Thi 9 In this hypothetical geographical area, communications could be supplied with one large tele- Or this 9 
S = phone switching office and a network of cables (left), or with three smaller offices and a different . 

network (right). Many other combinations of offices and cable networks might be possible. 

This situation, although hypothetical, is typical of the complex telephone engineering prob- 

lems that are being solved with the aid of computer programs designed at Bell Laboratories. 
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creases the amount or soil content TABLE 1.—THE EFFECT OF VEGETATION ON 

of large pores THE ANgUMT AND eLocTy OF UNO 
Plants provide shade which re- _ naan seayturm wa / - 

duces evaporation of water and OF GROE Seance, TACHES thai oe ig 
thereby increases the effectiveness RAINS OF RAIN/HOUR 

of natural precipitation. Wollny 
also showed that the denser the 1933+ 
plant cover, the less will be the 1936 50 Corn, Clover 0.67 0.57 

change in porosity of the soil dur- & Timothy 0.27 0.38 

ing the growing season. He found 1933 
that only 45 to 88 per-cent of total 1934 36 Corn 0.79 0.34 

rainfall reached the land surface Blue Grass 0.20 0.13 
directly depending on the type of 1935 19 Ont 1.23 0.52 
crop and the number of plants per Hine cOsnes 0.53 0.50 

unit area. 

Any vegetative cover impedes 

run-off. It not only slows the rate 

of watch flow, but it also prevents jifcant concerning the effect of tion that is formed. It may be the 
avrapid concentration of the water. the root system of vegetation on organic colloids which are pro- 
Tt ‘therefore lessens the cutting the genesis of the soil structure. duced during root decomposition. 

action of the water, There is more First, there is a growing belief that | Organic residues from plant roots 
time for infiltration when the rate plant roots are as important as any _ may also have a considerable effect 
af ruiiolt 48 decreased by vegeta- other factor in soil formation. Sec- upon stabilizing the secondary 
tion. A good grass sod resists the ond. a compl : . «Tac 

: 5 ‘i 72 plete picture of the na particles. 

cutting action of water. The follow- ture of these beneficial root effects When the plants and roots die 
ing, table will show. this: fact. is unavailable. and decompose, they promote the ’ 

Crop Effects. Crop effects hinge Sed wrons. Anyone wlio: has P2SS28° of air and water through 

quite closely with the facts about . sacled ar pe ked “with grass sods the spaces and channels left by the 

canopy protection. The direct ef- ae doubted! has been impressed decayed material. The ideal soil 

fects of growing crops on the struc- by the vanular'neEure of the soil structure for cultivated crops can 

ture of the soil may be divided into . » on the roots There are several be produced in only one known 

two categories: 1. the protection on neations which wis ba offered way and this is through the com- 

provided by the leaves and stems foe this. wee of manclstion The pacting of a soil richly provided 

against the impact of raindrops aavliest gcclsustion was based on with actively decomposing humus ' 

which retards the deterioration of th anne pe exerted by the vrow- and the breaking-up of the com- 

the soil structure and 2. the de- 5 cl Fh . med te as t pacted soil into crumbs by the 

velopment of granulation and po- mE. vate th . is vides adi en action of grass roots. Plant roots 

rosity through root activity which a wens ond fo "napigh Al sae an. also help to hold the soil in place 

aids in the regeneration of the ti les ‘ t viuaéttes, © - Soke and to protect it from water and 

structure. The indirect effects are te &s m ° ae ne ne ° sts wind erosion. 

those changes in granulation that ae ek Sain ee The amount of organic material 

are caused by the organic matter ie ‘ai OF t m . ts a me produced by the roots of a grass 
produced by plant growth. The ef- Le ele 2 lati * thie will pro- crop is very considerable and may 

fect of plant cover on the intercep- ada Olized ‘ae drati wh hens amount to two tons per acre per 

tion of rainfall depends on the type ence how ree be y Ey al nere year. Fine roots continually die off 

of plant providing this cover. (See he nowever, th other m ences and are readily decomposed. 

Table 2 below-. w rea eka sear pe ie ant Microbial development favors ? 

Root Effects. Two facts are sig- root which ait cae any ee a ieee ota ies the soil in the 
* ” “es , ee ES . neighborhood of the plant roots. 

Biological Influences. Soil fauna 
are most abundant where is ample 

TABLE 2.—THE EFFECT OF PLANT COVER ON THE INTERCEPTION OF RAINFALL oe 0 Vets Hatthworms, 
yeetles, and other biotic life with 

Percent of Total Rainfall Penetrating Vegetative Canopy their channels permeate the soils 

Woll, N.Y. (BAUER, 1938) under thick forest litter. This 
CROP Number of Plants per Four Square Meters makes the soils permeable to 

8 36 oH 100 a water. Further experiments con- 

Corn 400 62.9 6067 5740 Aes ducted by Wollny show that chan- 
Soybeans 400 8804 7802 6509 6403 neled soils are about two and a 

Oats 100 a--= 78.5 7804 78.9 half times more permeable to air A 

Vetch 100 oooe ta 7801 — than the unchanneled soils. 

a top eae = 38 _ Transpiration Effects. Transpira- 

Red Clover 100 ---- ona 6163 “<= tion of vegetation removes the ma- 

Alfalfa awa eau on ---+ ---- jor portion of the water in the soil 
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stimulation 
y "0 What does it take to “spark” a man to his very 

: oS best. . . to bring out the fullest expression of his 
- é2 pi _ ability and training? At Ford Motor Company 

a | we are convinced that an invigorating business 

Bonus ( « and professional climate is one essential. A prime 

; : _ _. ingredient of this climate is the stimulation that 

joc | comes from working with the top people in a 

t y {¥ field . . . such as Dr. James Mercereau. 

cy 7 / 7 >, dim Mercereau joined our Scientific Laboratory 
ee fe. in 1962. Recently, he headed a team of physicists 

James B. Mercereau who verified aspects of the Quantum Theory by 
B.A., Physics, Pomona College : 3 
M.A., Physics, Univ. of Ill. creating a giant, observable quantum effect in 
Ph.D., Calif. Institute of Tech. : : 2 

superconductors. This outstanding achievement 

was the major reason the U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce selected 

| Dr. Mercereau as one of “‘America’s Ten Outstanding Young Men of 1964.” 

Your area of interest may be far different from Dr. Mercereau’s; however, 

you will come in contact with outstanding men in all fields at Ford 

Motor Company. 
We believe the coupling of top experience and talent with youth and 

enthusiasm is stimulating to all concerned. College graduates who join 

Ford Motor Company find themselves very much a part of this kind of 

team. If you are interested in a career that provides the stimulation of 

working with the best, see our representative when he visits your campus. 

We think you’ll be impressed by the things he can tell you about working 

at Ford Motor Company. 

The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 

An equal opportunity employer 
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after the soil has drained to about Dry Wet 
its field capacity after a rain. Cofd Cold 
Jevetath increases > 6 * > Vege tation | increases the storage Péepetual. SHow Sad lee 

capacity of the soil for rainfall. In eC teeth = 
the winter months, when the large No Soil Formation 

areas of leaf surface are not present 

to intercept the raindrops and to ' 
transpire the water, vegetation’s Tundra (Frigid) 

ni ee me “ ss eo se the Mosses, Lichens, Shrubs, (mostly treeless) main function is to decrease the , ee 
: : Tundra Soil (Peaty and Waterlogged) rate of run-off. It may also protect Some Permafrost soil 

the soil from freezing and thereby 
maintain a fairly good infitration 
rate for the soil in question. Taiga (Cool, Humid) 

ae 3 si Predominantly Conifers, 
Equilibrium Level! of Soil Fertility Podzols 

Vegetation itself does not influ- 

ence the soil-forming processes in- aid Geleria Subhumia Humid Wet 
dependently. Nutrients extracted = — — 
from the subsoil are returned to the 
soil surface by growing plants. “ * ’ 
Vegetation is therefore the ulti- 3 &8 

mate source of the organic carbon 5 38 

in the soil in the form of humus. 2 12) is » 2 A 2 
Carbon, through photosynthesis in g a $9 q 8 ad gag 3 a q 

Pye. Nate: te td Ou 9 wo A 2 ws 3 a the leaves of living plants, is ob- a 8 ag A és 2 3 g ddd) &o 3 
tained from atmospheric carbon a 2 ae g 9 ot Oo Foe] a 8 

dioxide, When the plants die, they o a pie 2 q a 33 28 Saxn| 28 A 
‘ mi : a a 2S a u ag| @ 4 Oo] 2a return to the soil to form humus 9 2 o 3 3 3" 8] 3 gal 85 a 

after lergoi rocesses of de- u 8 qd od 83 Aol a's 8 after undergoing processes of de & 3B ae 49 a or ie 2 8 os 4s 
ae . ¢ 8 . 

composition and resynthesis. Plants £ Q ! a q a 3 4 4 3 Ieae & 2. 8 
which absorb many nutrients and % 8 gf Q Sos a ° 3 ° ga 3 
borrow from the soil’s fertility “re- a 5 ga 8 ae 33 3 
serves” also tend to maintain soil # a BS aa 
fertility in active circulation if their 3 4 2 E 

residues return to the soil. Plants, Bs as | 
like pine trees, make only small de- 

mands on soil fertility and tend to 
xhaust the soil of its fertility. 

‘ 5 v a ye . Dry Wet 
Plants requiring many nutrients Hot Hot 

will naturally grow on soils which 
can provide the nutrients and vice Figure 5.—Diagram illustrating the distribution, and relationships of climate, r 

versa. Also, plants making the big- vegetation, :and..soils; 
gest demand on soil fertility will 

ake the biggest contributions to . ee : . : # 
make the biggest contributions. given a specific designation; predominate. A milder form of 
soil fertility. Therefore an equilib- eas ; eas . 

: fe ee id namely, podzolization, calcifica-  podzolization occurs over exten- 
rium level of soil fertility is set up : ee tees . 

, W Bead tion, and laterization. These proc- sive areas where hardwoods pre- depending on the soil-forming fac- eae . aac : : . 
; bees esses give rise to the podzols, the vail. Because of severe leaching, 

tors. Under natural conditions, the s . 
: ‘ 3 chernozems, and the laterites, re- the A-horizon of podzols are com- balance is automatically main- 3 3 2 . e 

. ‘ spectively. (See Fig. 5). paratively infertile. Strongly pod- 
tained; but under agriculture, the ‘ 3 
halaiee ig unavoidably dipsét. The — zolized soils are therefore not 

at a iene of soil ‘ta sement Podzolization favorable to the growth of most SNE IE! SIE HES Oe 8 nae Podzolization comes from the crops. Podzols occur in the cool, tries to maintain the fertility bal- Russian ter dvol oan I hid ‘ons thr | 
ance by soil recompensation in ussian term podzol, meaning ash- vumid regions throughout north- 
ance ey : car ; like. Podzolization is the soil- eastern North America. such ways as the application of formi ‘ocess characterized b 
Fertilizer orming process characterized by ao. 

, the translocation of iron and other Calcification 

base-forming elements and cla Calcification is the soil-forming 
THE SOIL-FORMING PROCESSES DUE p53, the Ahern to the Bho’ rocess characterized by the de. TO CLIMATE AND VEGETATION . . : oo, proce aan ° y _ 

zon. This will produce an acid A- _ position of calcium and magnesium 
A certain characteristic set of horizon and a compact and rather carbonates to a depth approximat- . 

soil-forming processes usually pre impervious B-horizon. ing that to which most water 
dominates under a particular type Podzolization prevails where the percolates. This process occurs in 
of climate and vegetation, There climate is cool and moist, and — regions of limited rainfall and 
are three major types of soil-form- where coniferous trees such as the where grass or brush vegetation 
ing processes which have been pines, the spruce, and the hemlock is dominant. It is especially char- 
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Flash it with asun mirror... ++. Or command it through a Motorola Transponder* 

THE PROBLEM: how bo You TELL 

THE SPACECRAFT TO MAKE A LEFT TURN ON ITS WAY TO MARS? 

Sun signals might work fine (except maybe at night) Motorola’s sophisticated know-how stems from years 

but you can count on control when you program with of experience in all major areas of modern elec- 

the aid of a Motorola transponder and flight com- tronics—from outer space, inner space, and down 
mand subsystem. to earth—to a company’s computer as well as your 

own dashboard. 
Besides, if you were skimming along millions of miles 

in outer space, you'd more than likely feel better In fact—how about your shirt pocket? You might 

with some sophisticated electronics backing you up. just find a Motorola radio there. 

*Primary function is to receive command signals from Earth, and return critical in-flight communications information. 

TRUST THIS EMSIGNIA (AA) WHEREVER YOU FIND IT 
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acteristic of the grasslands of the two of the five soil-forming factors, Donahue, Roy L.: Ibid, 1961. | 
arid, semiarid, and subhumid re- but they are the most important Donahue, Roy L.: Soils, Prentice-Hall, 
gions. Lack of water is the limit- after the parent material of the soil. Tes Englewood, ‘Cliffs; New Jerseys 
ing factor for crop production on The other two soil-forming factors Hausenbuiller, R. L.: Principles of Soil 
grassland soils. are time and topography. Further Science, Hooghly Printing Co., Cal- 

study can be made as to their effect cutta, 1963. 
Laterization on soil genesis. Jacks, G. V.: Soil, Thomas Nelson & 

Laterization is the soil-forming Sons, LTD, New York, 1954, 
ae a a : h 8 REFERENCES Jenny, Hans: Factors of Soil Forma- 

Process characterized by the ac: Baver, L. D.: Soil Physics, Third edition, tion, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 
cumulation of iron in the form of John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1941. 
reddish ferric oxide and usually 1956. Robinson, Gilbert Wooding: Soils, The 

lesser amounts of aluminum oxide, eo Fhman Ea ae Stuf of poedbuiage Press, LTD, Great 
, s walatiwen « _ . Life, University o lahoma_ Press, ritain, 0. 

and the relatively rapid re moval Norman, Oklahoma, 1961. Teuscher, H. & Adler, R.: The Soil and : 

of silica by leaching. Periods of Clarke, G. R.: The Study of the Soil, its Fertility, Reinhold Publishing 
heavy rainfall, followed by periods Fourth edition, Clarendon Press, Ox- Corp., New York, 1960. 
of drought so as to restrict vegeta- ford, 1957. Thompson, L. M.: Soils and Soil Fer- 

ne : . “3. Seoad Cook, R. L.: Soil Management, John tility, Second edition, McGraw-Hill 
> growtl y cause severe , a > Y On, Me 

me oo yi ie © vue avked Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1962. Book Co., Inc., New York, 1957. 
eaching and sth nave a Mier ee Donahue, Roy L.: Our Soils sand Their Worthen, Edmund L. & Aldrich, Samuel 
lack of accumulation of organic Management, The Interstate Printers R.: Farm Soils, John Wiley & Sons 

matter. Laterization appears to be and Publishers, Inc., 1955. Inc., New York, 1956. ' 

favored by three conditions: 

1. Periods of heavy rainfall ccesipeommmocaanean 
which alternate with periods : | & a 

of drought. | iii _ 

2. High temperatures during all / : ee a ee 

or most of the year. eS 
3. Parent rock material in which - a0 eg o a - 

the silica exists largely in the | ey 4 Ff 
combined form and is thus i ' Y a4 VY ft - 

liberated upon weathering in | | : ‘ “i ae CCU 
colloidal form which is readily | - ee | 

dispersible and soluble in ose vi. f . 

water, Basic igneous rocks Aa 2 

provide these conditions. 0 . , : a. ' 

i 2@M@ sf 4, 4 
Laterization is in a sense a Pe. - a = Yn, 

. f oe — Zi a: ee 
process of parent-material forma- = Zs e a “ye é 

tion rather than one of soil de- — ie gio Zi 

velopment. The red, clayey Crs Jf CO 2" Fm St, 

product produced often occurs as _.. . 7°. FA? A . ~ O° 

deep uniform deposits without ho- — — 7 sr 2 Ag Oe 

rizon differentiation. The lateritic a gi ee — 

deposits often have an excellent de ——, ae — a 

physical condition and are there- ot E See Y _— 

fore very productive when prop- aa swe. < - ey 
cot] > ee . —— 

erly fertilized. oo Ver i , ——a 

CONCLUSION oo Pe Pe 
- as ee YY weve 

Climate and vegetation, there- oe | \\ 3 PL ee oe 

fore, have a great effect on the : ££ Ree ee st 

formation of soils. Through various Ne 
changes in temperature and _ rain- ae . ‘ 

fall, many different states of the Y th . ? 

soil can be produced. Some are WH are ey talking about mes 
profitable for economic purposes 
such as agriculture, while others Because America is no longer ashamed to talk about Rickie and the hundreds 

are virtually useless. of thousands of youngsters like him with birth defects. 

Vegetation adds to and subtracts Through March of Dimes treatment and research, America is doing 
from the properties of the soil. To- something to stop birth defects. 

gether with _changes m tempera- We triumphed over polio with the March of Dimes. Now let’s conquer 

ture and rainfall, vegetation can an even greater menace to our children. 

also form many different kinds of 
soils. ti ht jou 

Climate and vegetation are only PH Ah BIRTH DEFECTS MARCH OF DIMES 
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Grand-daddy of the Old Oaken Bucket? ® 
Ves, THE OLD OAKEN BUCKET HAD 
A GRANDFATHER. THE FORERUNNER 

OF THE BUCKET DEPICTS THE 
CULTURE OF EARLY AMERICAN INDIANS 
AS CLEARLY AS THE OAKEN VARIETY 

5 ial TELLS THE STORY OF LIFE 
i es —— a: c IN LONGFELLOW'S TIME. 

dtl ~ Te ces 
ec oF Nie 8 NO HUNDREDS OF YEARS AF 

Eel Be wee 1s nine, OAKEN BUCKET HAS BeeaveD 
: Lf as x f aa 1 AND TURNED TO DUST, THE INDIAN i _ iS ee A. WATER VESSEL. WILL STILL BE [aA L > a iS NEW, 

- ao ee "a WS | , ve 2! F \\ Ay \) How 00 We KNOW THiS. BY THIS eee sn « Va NW CENTURIES OLD CLAY WATER JAR. 
| al ils n-th us 

v) i = Ay aa A : Po _— 

\ yo 4 ZY a HY wars = CGF AO ccitinarccrcn oie ita, 
SS > reg ee Sie 

\ aN ff | io | LI \ Ga 

wee = 2 \ 2 lle 
a AF ) \ ee” ol wy Ws —— <f | ee 

Va I Ae 
Nand fe y\\ | i q 

iN Me /) b This fine example of American Indian pottery is 
=> E i Le: ; called Chupardero Black-on-White. It was exca- 
=> FEN A vated from an ancient Pueblo village site called 

* = lw fi > \ Bax Bloom Mount located near Roswell, New Mexico. 
| ~<& | <= ee > 3 Mogollons lived in the village from about 1150 to 

rel SY N Se y ee See 1400 A.D. As is true of most Southwestern pot- 
a = ei = NNN a tery, this clay jar was made by the coil technique 
ES = “Sa SES Ze BS ...and the jar is still as good as new. 

= Pa SEEEEARN s Y Proof again of the amazing permanence of clay. 
BS \ j, eS . : eae re y, . Ra \ Dickey Perma-Line Pipe is permanent, too...be- 2 if ‘ VV; ae ‘i cause it’s made of the same indestructible raw 

ee i CE WaKiss 4Y ae Nature makes it immune to acids, 
& SAV, UN és psoas aN \ alkalis, even atomic wastes. Regardless of the cor- 
SS x VEZ IN || P=: i 1 rosive wastes it carries from an ever-changing 

Be, : —Z4 \ oh Ys Wy world, Dickey Perma-Line Clay Pipe will endure. 
a Ga <x) Sk SSE = And the Dickey Coupling is made of the finest = \: SS bone material available...urethane. It makes each joint 

aos ZZ, - st} Lo ~~ == tight. Locks sewage in...locks infiltration out. Re- 
53 F if a “a= member, Dickey Perma-Line Coupling Pipe is the 

Pie ied SN one sure way to build sanitary sewers that give 
long-life, low-cost service. 

5 aE —— oT 

SS ' , ASS z i Sli ae 
a ll eee 

hit co ene Te il Ree ae a 
oom ual ie. 

a oes yo 

ee ON fos awe k ae ee Ne oa 14 ——— 
ee Tee ON ee 

1c ey sanitary glazed clay pipe is : ae a 2 Wee od a 

If it's made of clay it’s good. ... if it’s made by Dickey it’s better V cSove Po MiGs ee a ee 

W.S. DICKEY CLAY MFG. CO. Birmingham, Alabama: Ft. Dodge, lowa+ Kansas City, Missouri 
Meridian, Mississippi *« St. Louis, Missouri * San Antonio, Texas « Texarkana, Texas-Arkansas 
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If till think glass is just gl you stl INK glaSs IS JUST glass, 

an. af DS 

: we “ ae : Be. " =e ae , ro 

* ae a Pg cui ae 

aaa i oi : a al Fo 

. iw ee . se “ - a Fo oo 

"a 4 td . aa a 

ask NASA a 

Ask NASA about the windows on the Gemini spacecraft Conduct or insulate. Bend. Not bend. Break. Not break. 

—formed from glass specially designed by Corning. Melt. Not melt. Glass can be made to do what you want 

They not only provide mechanical and thermal protec- it to.It is the most versatile basic engineering material. 

tion, but also increase visual transmission beyond the For solutions to their problems, government and in- 

theoretical 92 per cent to 99 per cent. Ask, too, about the dustry are coming to Corning. Because Corning is the 

high-speed glass memories that help guide Gemini to in-__glass-master. It’s a broad, international company, with one 

space rendezvous and re-entry. of the most daring, expert and imaginative research and 

And ask about the glass resistors, as thick as telephone engineering staffs in the world. Plus, a marketing prin- 

poles, which serve as dummy loads and power dissipating _ ciple that commits the company to developing products | 

terminations at tracking stations. only in areas where a need exists and no product does. 

Glass can be designed to maintain constant electrical Young engineers seeking challenge, opportunity, and 
properties at missile speeds. Withstand the pressures at advancement are invited to write to Corning’s Career De- 
the ocean’s floor. Save weight without sacrificing strength. velopment Manager. 

CORNING GLASS WORKS 
CORNING, NEW YORK 
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Ultra-modern Research & Engineering Center 

at Delco Radio, Kokomo, Indiana 

To Conti L A Ww o Continue To Learn And Grow... 
. .. is a basic management philosophy at Delco Radio employes through the popular Tuition Refund Program. 

Division, General Motors Corporation. Since its in- College graduates will find exciting and challenging 

ception in 1936, Delco Radio has continually expanded programs in the development of germanium and silicon 

and improved its managerial skills, research facilities, devices, ferrites, solid state diffusion, creative packag- 

and scientific and engineering team. ing of semiconductor products, development of labora- 

At Delco Radio, the college graduate is encouraged tory equipment, reliability techniques, and applications 

to maintain and broaden his knowledge and skills and manufacturing engineering. 

through continued education. Toward this purpose, If your interests and qualifications lie in any of these 

Delco maintains a Tuition Refund Program. Designed areas, you’re invited to write for our brochure detailing 

to fit the individual, the plan makes it possible for an the opportunities to share in forging the future of 

eligible employee to be reimbursed for tuition costs of electronics with this outstanding Delco-GM team. 

spare time courses studied at the university or college Watch for Delco interview dates on your campus, or 

level. Both Indiana University and Purdue University write to Mr. C. D. Longshore, Dept. 135A, Delco 

offer educational programs in Kokomo. In-plant gradu- Radio Division, General Motors Corporation, Kokomo, 

ate training programs are maintained through the off- Indiana. 

campus facilities of Purdue University and available to An equal opportunity employer 

solid state electronics @ : 

4 ~ DeEtco Rapio Division oF GENERAL MOTORS 

WY i Koxomo, INDIANA 
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3,000 doors to a career 

, on 4 aa % ie 
ae BA YO eee 4 | wl hI a ca Ku @ é 
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Allied Chemical’s product list now tops 3,000 World War Il now account for a quarter of 

—and is growing fast! sales. There’s tremendous variety: Building 

Sirah OROAUGE AIVSRSIBFINBANE. AGKGRIV AA materials. Fashion fibers. Rocket fuels. Dyes. 

. uch produ ve y . . y Many Fertilizers. Plastics. Petroleum products. 
jobs, but many kinds of jobs to suit your tal- 

ents and inclinations. It means more top jobs, Over 35,000 people work in Allied Chemical’s 
and more chances for advancement. It's one 10 divisions—at more than 100 plants and re- 

of the important things to look for when search centers—at scores of sales offices 
you're choosing a company. throughout the country. 

Allied Chemical is directly in- . It's a big company with big op- 
volved with today’s most signifi- llied portunities—and a good one for 
cant areas: agriculture, space, you to know more about before 
and nuclear energy. Some of its hemical making a career decision. Ask 
products are basic—many are your placement office when our 

new. Products introduced since interviewer will be on campus. 
An equal opportunity employer 

Divisions: Barrett Fibers General Chemical International + National Aniline + Nitrogen + Plastics » Semet-Solvay * Solvay Process » Union T xas Petroleum 
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EXPLORE THE UNIQUE OPPORTUNITIES AT 

Nati | S it A 

... where special programs encourage rapid professional advancement 

for the engineer, scientist and mathematician launching his career. 

£ i —_— cE we mented laboratories and use of advanced of full-time graduate study at full salary. Near- 

 -_,. : 1. computer and other equipment, some found ly all academic costs are paid by NSA, whose 
re = yD 4 | nowhere else in the world. proximity to seven universities offering a 

3 ey / ve |. Skilled clerical and technical support will wealth of advanced courses and seminars is 
» Cw J wi free you to concentrate on the most challen- an additional asset. 

: ~ J A q a5 ging aspects of your projects, and thus help IN-HOUSE TRAINING. The new NSA em- 

R ‘~ - a speed your professional growth. ployee first attends a six-week general orien- 
p ‘ _ 3 eye | Outstanding Colleagues tation program, followed by a period of spe- 

: * _ % 2 yp ha You will work alongside people of enor- cialized classroom study designed to broaden 

i ~y : ie 4 = mously varied backgrounds and intellectual Faguliariey-witty an area oF areas o heavy Nos 
i _ : interests, over 500 of whom hold advanced COMCErn (eB, SSeS theory, crypt 
| — joo analysis, computer logic and analysis, solid 

E z <<. Researchers at NSA also receive constant %t@te Physics). Formal study is complemented 

| : wi | % (= stimulus from outside the agency. To assist in PY on-the-job training, as you work and learn 
: \ : a “ay certain program areas, NSA often calls on under the guidance and direction of highly 

: “ . “ - ‘ special boards of consultants—outstanding experienced associates. “ 3 
NSA is a scientific and technological com- scientists and engineers from industry and PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS, TRAVEL. 
munity unique in the United States, perhaps The agency fosters a climate of recognition 

in the world. Unique in its mission, its oper- and advancement for its young professionals 

ation, its requirements . . . unique, too, in the by encouraging participation in professional 

scope of opportunity it affords a young scien- association affairs, and assisting you to attend 

tist or engineer beginning his career. oF national meetings, seminars and conferences 

A separate agency functioning within the d 2 s tN as well as visit other research facilities where 

Department of Defense, NSA is responsible © — related work is underway—government, uni- 
for developing “secure” (i.e., invulnerable) iy s Sakae «A y e | versity and industrial-throughout the United 

communications systems to transmit and re- 5” 4 ie. oT _ States. 
ceive vital information. Within this area, which ZS i =—Ssté‘isé‘é‘/ + ‘Liberal’ «~Personne! Policies, Attractive 
encompasses the whole field of cryptology— Shs — YY 4 Location 
the science of codes and ciphers—NSA project fj 6 _ et NSA policies relating to vacations, insurance 

fears inutsuera broad spectrum of investiga- [Reger fee and retirement are fair and liberal. You enjoy 
tions taking them well beyond many known 2 a , the benefits of Federal employment without 
a eal pounanes: OF thee: thea: =, y 7, the necessity of Civil Service certification. 
ens progress through applied research, ee a es . 4 rege between Washington and Balti- 

development and design, prototype engineer- Hi j Pe u 9 — ners eas ate one ihe Cnesspeake ea 
ing, and on into various phases of applications ee roy 7 SESAN DEAS esate! FESONs anc olheripanwiat i 2 a be Me \ | ~~ summer and winter recreation areas, not to 

SDEECRR) a Nee ; ~~ __ mention the varied leisure-time attractions 
AUNSA you might specialize in any or sev- [aig | __ of the nation’s capital itself. The location 

eral of these sectors, depending on your jim Raa ae / permits your choice of city, suburban or 
talents and special interests: ye S Je *, country living. 

ENGINEERING. Antenna/transmitter/receiver oo ae ys 
design... high speed computers (digital and os a Campus Interviews _ 
analog) . . . transistor circuitry... advanced academic centers as well as from other gov- 
radio communications techniques . . . micro- ernment agencies. Check Now for Dates! 
wave communications . . . audio and video sg 3 recording devices . . . cryogenic studies: and Career Development Opportunities Representatives of the National Security 
applications . . . integrated circuitry . . . mi- Your professional growth and earning power Agency will conduct interviews on campus 

crominiaturization: expand from the day you join NSA, without soon. Check with your Placement office as 

PHYSICS. Solid state (basic and applied) having to accumulate years of “experience.” soon as possible to schedule an appointment. 

. Dy electromagnetic propagation . . . upper NSA career development is orderly and swift; 

atmosphere phenomena . . . superconductivity substantial salary increases follow ast you ias~ 
and cryogenics (Ph. D. graduates only). sume more and more responsibility. 

MATHEMATICS. Statistical mathematics... _ 4 number of NSA career development 
matrix algebra . . . finite fields .. . probability Programs help shorten the time when you 
+». Combinatorial analysis . . . programming an contribute at your IRSEI potential. NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY 
and symbolic logic. ese programs include: . 3 “ 

ADVANCED STUDY. NSA’s liberal graduate Suite 10, 4435 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. 
Unequaled Facilities and Equipment study program affords you the opportunity to Washington, D.C. 20016 
In a near-academic atmosphere, NSA scien- pursue part-time study up to eight hours An equal opportunity employer 
tists and engineers enjoy the most fully-instru- each semester and/or one semester or more _ .. where imagination is the essential qualification 
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POWER SYSTEMS ENGINEERING versities. Preferred candidates LASER TV SYSTEM REQUIRES 

FELLOWSHIPS AVAILABLE must also have worked for a power NO LIGHTS 

The American Electric Power  COMpany ies at least one summer The laboratory development of 
System has announced a program A a tee a ira Programs a laser television system which 

of sponsorship of four fellowships wk . ee ‘Olers ‘ead to needs no studio lights or other ex- 

yearly to spur graduate study in ef oe ondid, that can ead to ternal sources of illumination was | 
power systems engineering. pre ere “can ate status. . announced recently. Scanned 

President Donald C. Cook, in an- tt, io waip oo we by rapidly moving narrow lines 
nouncing the program, said, We eae a or eac! * of red laser light, subjects even 

hope the fellowships will make it ent, the Program allows as much in complete darkness appear on 
possible for some worthy students as $200 per month for one aca- » ae - i a demi f ferred : the TV screen as if in daylight 
to continue their advanced educa- emic year tor preterre candi- brightness, Picture quality is ex- 
tion and, hopefully, their interest dates, plus full payment of tuition, ce tionally sharp and clear 
in power engincering. We also trust registration and laboratory fees. phonaly Sharp 8 
that the program will serve as an Married students will receive $400 Unlike conventional TV cameras 

incentive to the schools concerned for each of their dependents for the the laser system uses no image or- 
to expand their curricula in power duration of the fellowship. thicon tube. The system is unique 
engineering.” The fellowship program is the in that it uses a laser light trans- 

College engineering graduates most recent instance of support of mitter and a reflected-energy re- 
selected for the fellowship pro- education by the seven-state AEP ceiver, both of which are contained 
gram will be able to pursue ad- System to assure a continuing sup- in a single unit. Intensity of the 
vanced studies at six schools: Cor- ply of competent power engineers. laser beam is well below the level 
nell University, University of | Other activities in support of edu- which might endanger the vision 
Michigan, Northeastern Univer- cation include the establishment of human subjects. 

sity, Purdue University, Rensselaer of professorial chairs, scholarships, Although the present system is | 
Polytechnic Institute and Univer- educational assistance to employes, operable under conditions of low 
sity of Wisconsin. summer and cooperative education light or complete darkness, the 

Candidates for the fellowships programs for students and faculty — technique could also be used in 
must satisfy the scholastic require- members, and education awards to bright light with some modifica- 
ments of the participating uni- employes’ children. tion of equipment. 
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While the device may have spe- Te eee ee 
cialized use in commercial TV —E_—————————__—_ cereal 
studios, this application remains to prceeevesessatin ce Pee eee en ee est 4 L. a te NC 

be evaluated by industry experts. \ 5 \ 
Because the light emitted from 2a . wt \ 
the laser TV camera comes from a > “ Po : 
single source, the lighting effects oO KX) : x‘ 4 ‘ 
are similar to those of a photo = ‘ ON a Le 1 
taken with a flashbulb: the effect a + iy i% atl A gue ae \ 

of many light sources from dif- ye ca y all Ce i 1 
ferent angles is not possible with ( ' ee ri : 7 
the presently developed system. Qa ——— oo a op ee ys : 
Laser scans from several different q cor aa a ced 

prove impractical from the stand- : wt @ |g Pa ec e a. ye J , 

point of cost. Single-source illum- oe, 2 a A ep ination, however, may prove com- 5. <a CoG! ee | a 
pletely adequate for some uses SF @vom ae o OA : oo (] fo 

such as “spot” TV news reporting. Ee — 6 a ie ©. eel | 2, ie 
Another potential use is that of f \ **eeq OMG 

wa allweather landing aid for SES Ee ee 

aircraft. The device could be used Perkin-Elmer Laser TV would prove useful as a pilot’s direct vision landing 
as a direct vision video “radar” ef- aid effective from a few hundred feet altitude until after touchdown. The use of 
fective from an altitude of several special retro-reflective runway markings results in energy returns several hundred 

: . imes greater than normal materials. 
hundred feet. Runways or heli- 
copter landing spots can be readily 
marked off with reflective paints 
or tapes. These would give energy 
returns to the laser receiver with transmitted laser beam is synchro- _ oped, some of intense power which 
several hundred times the intensity nized with the electron beam of a virtually emit “bullets” of light 
of the surrounding terrain. Such a standard television picture re- — which have a life of only a fraction 
landing aid would be especially ceiver, and laser light energy re- of a second. The gas laser used in 
valuable in remote military bases flected from the subject is sensed the present TV system is of far 
as in jungle or other dense areas. by a self-contained receiver. The lower power but emits its pure 
For helicopter landings, landing energy returned from the subject light beam continuously. 
sites could be quickly indicated controls the intensity of the elec- : 
by ground crews using portable tron beam of the TV monitor’s pic- SUSPENSION BRIDGES IN 
makers. ture tube, forming the image. The HALF THE TIME 

An operational landing aid | sys- very low useful energy emission of Bethlehem Steel Corporation re- 
tem would employ a relatively about one milliwatt from the dem- centh ed j © davalane 

: . y announced it has developed 
powerful continuous beam laser — onstrator unit has proved adequate a method for the fabrication of 
and a “tracking aperture” receiver. er imaging objects about 30 feet suspension bridge cables which 

taser IN has potential as 8 ‘stant. will speed erection of these struc- 
means of covert surveillance for Performance and range capa- tures and outmode the present 
law enforcement agencies. As used bility of all forms of this system time-consuming practice of “spin- 
in the present system, the laser could | be tremendously enhanced ning” these cables wire-by-wire. 
beam’s fast scan speed and low in- by utilizing the new argon green- The newly-perfected process 
tensity combine to make it virtu- beam lasers, which provide output makes possible manufacture and 

ally invisible, so that dark areas powers of several watts. Other socketing of brridge strands having 
such as doorways could be laser wavelengths also could be parallel wires within the manufac- 

scanned at night without the employed. turer’s plant, and the transporta- 
knowledge of those observed. Versions of this type of system tion of these prefabricated strands 
With a properly tailored system it also could have application as a on reels to the bridge site for rela- 
would be possible to observe per- —_Junar or planetary landing aid for tively speedy erection. 
sons at distances in excess of a mile. spacecraft. For close-range use the Engineers claim that the new 

In the field of science, a number simpler helium-neon lasers are development will “significantly re- 

of applications such as studies of preferred. duce” the construction time. re- 

the nocturnal habits of animals Lasers, first developed in 1961, quired for major suspension 
may be feasible. are a source of brilliant, pure, co- bridges, with important financial 

In the present system red light herent and monochromatic light. advantages to the bridge owner in 
emitted by a helium-neon gas laser The name laser is the acronym for terms of reduced debt interest 
is used to scan the subject through — Light Amplification by Stimulated charges and earlier toll collections. 
a pair of rotating, diamond-faceted Emission of Radiation. Lasers of Time and money savings, they 
mirrors. The fast line sweep of the various types have been devel- point out, will depend upon a num- 
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baal yO ae: vl w , | weight ratio and reduced modulus- 
TH a ak : SESS RL , iH of-elasticity as compared to paral- 

i ae es My SSR lel wires. 

— ry : | ' al ms 2 The idea of shop fabrication of 

rt aT / VY, e a. f ea csi. ‘ parallel-wire bridge strand is not 
ry | a AS iS ® eel new, but until active development 
Lb aa f - ect Cl | Were em of this process by Bethlehem this 

wa oa * A i OX a method was not considered to be 

E Of Fe en A A | 4 S~ fh m technically feasible. 
pr ZL . . l - raac7 oF 7 : — _ i ae Epalle aye ae 8 pie. 

ee en am wa ——- tical and economical for use both 
tl an f / ee in small and large suspension 

egos eae ae / ve og ake : — bridge cables. The new process 

ee pa A on ke cee §=§=©6makes possible the fabrication, 
b 7 ) u PS i NYE i ‘aL socketing and reeling of long 

Ey, i Ly - ye L roy | | ee | . lengths of bridge-cable strand, 
. oe ~ ° : ~ each composed of many individual 

Parallel-wire bridge strands are erected atop tower of a model suspension parallel wires, under closely con- 
bridge test span as engineers observe strand placement in simulated saddle. The trolled conditions in the manufac- 
new prefabricated strand promises to speed suspension bridge cable construction . 
and outmode present time-consuming practice of “spinning” suspension bridge cables turer's plant. 
in the field. The reels are then transported 

to the bridge site, and each paral- 
lel-wire strand is erected by 

ber of factors, including the size Bridge—contain over 25,000 puting the ieee pas BE pe 
of the bridge, its location, climate, wires and are about three feet in ree. at Aeross t ne On n6e Spans By 
and construction schedule. diameter. meansiol-a towing: rope. . 

The “aerial spinning” method of The “spinning” procedure is Strands under tow are carried 
suspension-bridge cable erection complex, costly, and time-consum- on rollers, which a turn are sup” 
was originated by French engi- ing. It requires setting up and us- ported by aerial working platforms 
neers in the 1820's and developed ing a large amount of specialized, known as footbridges. The 
into a production process in the complicated equipment; it neces- strands ate then placed in euapCIr 
United States. It was first applied sitates considerable manpower; it S10 by pulling the sockets into the 
in substantially its present form in calls for the closest coordination of | 2%chorages and attaching them. { 
the construction of the famous 821- the work force; it demands indi- Finally, the whole bundle of 

foot-span. Niagara Suspension vidual length adjustment of each strand wires is adjusted to the cor- 
Bridge, completed in 1855 (and wire in each span; and it can be rect sag in each span at one time. 
dismantled in 1897). Since then, affected severely by wind condi- Individual wire adjustments, re- 
cable-erection procedure for large _ tions. quired in the old “spinning 
suspension bridges has changed On large suspension bridges, for | method,” are eliminated. Succeed- . 
only slightly. instance, it may take four months ing strands are erected in similar 

In the “cable spinning” method simply to set up the cable-spinning fashion until all strands are in place 
endless loops of individual wires equipment, and six months to spin to form the complete cable. Com- 
of about 3/16-inch diameter are the cables wire-by-wire. The new  pacting of the cable and applica- 
strung in place over the tower tops construction method may reduce tion of the weather protection 
and attached to the bridge anchor- this equipment set-up time since follow. 
ages. Each wire must be adjusted considerably less equipment is re- In releasing its announcement, ; 
individually to the correct sag in quired. It will also slash cable- Bethlehem also made available a 
each span. When the desired num- erection time by 50 per cent or — just-completed 16-page engineer- 
ber of wires are in place, they are more. ing report which describes the new 
bundled together to form a “stand.” For some decades, strands of method and attests to its validity. 
When all the strands are com-  shop-fabricated helical-pattern Prepared by Steinman, Boynton, 
pleted, they are compacted to form wires have been used to con- Gronquist & London, Consulting 
a cylindrical parallel-wire cable. struct cables of small suspension Engineers, New York, the report is 
The largest bridge cables built to bridges. However, these helical- entitled, “Proposed Use of Shop- 
date—those on Golden Gate wire strands are uneconomical for Fabricated Parallel-Wire Strands 
Bridge, George Washington large suspension bridges because for Construction of Main Cables 
Bridge, and Verrazano-Narrows they have a lower strength to of Suspension Bridges.” 
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ALABASTER STATUETTE — SUMERIAN. THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART, ROGERS FUND, 1950, 
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He was a great scientist in his day 

This Sumerian was mindingourbusi- is a major reason TB deaths de- To take a big sting out of life, Olin is 
ness five thousand years ago. creased 60% in the last eight years. developing a high speed cartridge that 

Like Olin, he specialized in chemi- Olin’s ammonium phosphate fertiliz- | enables medicine to be injected without 
cals and metals. He smeltedcopperand — er (Ammo-Phos®) makes it possible for the use of hypodermics. 
tin to make bronze. He made aniron farmers to grow more food than ever But none of these advances could 
axle, put it between two wheels, and off — before. have been made without our scientists. 
he went. And to prevent the tremendous Every division of Olin seeks the cre- 

Men have always been trying to find  wasteinfoodspoilage,we'reworkingon _ ative, scientific mind for the answers to 
the answers to important problems.To- —_ an antibiotic-coated plastic wrapping. — the research problems of our day. If this 

day, Olin is at it, harder than ever. ® is the kind of work that interests you, 
Our pioneering research in liquid i 7 © call Olin or write to M. H. Jacoby, Col- 

chlorine helped eradicate typhoid and az ] lege Relations Officer, Olin Mathieson 
other water-borne diseases. Chemical Corporation, 460 Park Ave- 

. « : ” 
Our anti-tubercular drug, NYDRAZID® ‘An Equal Opportunity Employer’ nue, New York 22, N.Y. 
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Want the opportunity to explore your discipline? =a 
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At Douglas, your discipline is your own to explore, enrich, expand. You'll /) | 

work in our extensive and exceptional Southern California facilities, where there i 

are many independent research and development programs underway. You’ll : 

be near fine colleges and universities, where you can study for advanced degrees. 

If you want to publish a paper, we'll encourage it. In fact, we encourage 

anything that means professional growth for a young scientist or engineer fv 

on his way up. Send your resume to L. P. Kilgore, Corporate Offices, Box 700-X, Ey 

Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Santa Monica, California. DOUG LAS ry 
An equal opportunity employer 
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What kind of engineer will you be... 
° ° : e 

preliminary design, design, development? 
° e 

At AiResearch Phoenix, you work as all three 
before you decide. 

me oC a e . onan 

our future asanengineeris tT al i. | 
strongly influenced by your first "Po ge fi 22 a A 
assignment. What that assign- © jek is ; 
ment will be, should be, is an . fe NL 5 , 

important decision. i 4 \y el 525 ec 
At Garrett you control that , 4 1 ai f° i? e gf 

decision. During an eight-month te ha ; ‘ a, ae ey 
orientation program, you work sees iS ] ‘i es i 

with experienced engineers on a as le , A \ eC eo 
variety of assignments in different ; | aA WN my Ye : if ‘, 

areas. Your permanent assignment \ Pe a Ry al ie 7 = 

depends on your own aptitude : es . , Le a es 

and interest. ss a a 
In preliminary design you may may work on controls systems for rewarding. You can work in all 

work on gas turbine engines, jet turbine drives, engine fuel sys- three important areas of engineer- 

engine starters, or advanced power tems, or a laboratory test system. ing on diverse aerospace products. 

systems for space vehicles. Analy- Mechanics is the theme—statics You can use your total education, 
sis is the key —and the emphasis and dynamics, materials and pro- learn more on top of it, and take 

is on thermodynamics, fluids, cesses, and graphics are your tools. part in a wide variety of advanced 

vibration, heat transfer, and math In development, you'll test engineering. 

to solve today’s problems. designs before they go into pro- At AiResearch Phoenix, the 

As a design engineer, you see duction. Manufacturing processes product lines include gas turbines 

your solution to a product design are examined and production for auxiliary power, turboprop 

problem take shape on the draw- techniques are explored. Every- engines for business and military 

ing board and in fabrication. You thing from nuts and bolts to com- aircraft, secondary power equip- 

4 pay plete power systems are tested, ment for aircraft, advanced space 

Ht) = t() A and your lab work and practical vehicle nuclear power systems, 

A L) 1D ee judgement will pay offin thisarea. | pneumatic and hydraulic control 
ad | HT lee Your career at AiResearch systems, as well as a variety of 

i. 7 ia) ae Phoenix can be stimulating and __ related equipment for aerospace, 
i hes ry Ki rg ™ gg ground, and undersea applications. 

2. | pe - a te ee _ Find out the whole story in our 
: a be y ls 7: new booklet, Your Future at 

| cain Bey 7s a -~, VF | — bis Garrett. Get it from your cam- 
2 BoA" ~_N ye  \ y Pi + + yA a : pus placement office, or write 

oa ; . s fC i. f{ (Ag. AiResearch Manufacturing Divi- 
ECS bee a. 8, ARE = sion, 402 South 36th Street, Phoe- 

1 Welt cc. ok ie he alae nix, Arizona 85034. 

| nel is challenge 

x : Ls ee if (* C a Sera eae employer. 

Ls aS = ‘i . L / : Los Angeles + Phoenix 
, ey FE _ 
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Rubber research to find the answers 
Caterpillar spends over $40 million a year 10,000 acres of proving grounds, where 

on research. This effort extends into every equipment works out on every kind of ter- 

area affecting machine reliability, life and rain, under the rugged conditions it must 

performance. For example: rubber. later meet in actual application. ; 

Caterpillar, in cooperation with major Many of the 1,600 people doing research 

tire companies, constantly studies tire mate- at Caterpillar are engaged in such explora- 

rials and design. Design approach is proved tions into rubber. And lubricants, fuels and 

by evaluating research findings. The results metals, to mention a few other areas. 

of such continuous study are seen on wheel- If you’re a man who likes to ask ‘“‘Why?” 

type hauling units all over the world. we need you. If you can help us find the 

It’s not enough for a Cat engineer to answers, we'll always need you—for Cater- 

know that button-type tires give greatest pillar horizons are limitless. There’s always 

flotation in general use. That bar-type tires a new boundary of knowledge to push back, 

are best for mud, and give better traction in in many areas. 

off-road work. That rock-type tires offer Contact your placement office. We’ll be | 

greater resistance to abrasive wear and rock interviewing on your campus soon. Or write: 

damage, in on-road and quarry work. College Recruiting, Personnel Development 

Caterpillar men must know why. They Dept.C, Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, Ill. 

use testing facilities such as the Caterpillar 

Cold Room, where materials are tested at Cc AT E R Pl LLAR 

temperatures as low as —65°F. And nearly Caterpillar and Cat are Registered Trademarks of Caterpillar Tractor Co. 

“An Equal Opportunity Employer” 

Caterpillar Tractor Co., General Offices, Peoria, Illinois » Caterpillar Americas Co., Peoria, Illinois » Caterpillar Overseas S.A., Geneva » Caterpillar of Australia Pty. Ltd., 
Melbourne + Caterpillar Brasil S.A., Sao Paulo + Caterpillar Tractor Co., Ltd., Glasgow + Caterpillar of Canada Ltd., Toronto « Caterpillar France S.A., Grenoble «+ 

Caterpillar (Africa) (Py.) Ltd., Johannesburg « Caterpillar Mexicana S.A. de C.V., Monterrey » Caterpillar Mitsubishi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan » Tractor Engineers Ltd., Bombay, India 
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jl CONSTRUCTION 
= cca — —  —— oo . 4 

THE ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

offers you a challenging civilian career with: 

HB The world’s foremost and largest engineering organiza- 

tion in the construction field, pioneering new and advanced 
engineering practices and concepts 

C » 

C' An organization whose work embraces virtually the 

re X entire range of modern engineering in the construction field 

@ i Projects include research into basic science, engineering investi- 

4 AN) UN gations and regional planning; design, construction, operations, 
oN ao N maintenance, and management of hydro-electric power dams, 

~\ 8 3 flood control facilities, harbors and navigable streams; design, 

-3 a WE) construction and maintenance of family housing, runways, 
= MS Js Ne ny a hangars, roadways, hospitals, and nuclear power installations 

S EZ ae. = \\ and construction of intercontinental ballistic missile and space 

a ” launching sites. In addition are the allied fields of cartography, 
geodesy. mathematics, and engineer intelligence. 

HB An organization that recognizes each engineer as an 

individual, providing well-rounded career development programs 

j h with on-the-job training; courses at government expense in 

eases f = colleges, universities, and seminars as necessary to assure steady 
fase as Sa i 8 \ progression to top professional and managerial levels; encourage- 

ae mo) L S im ment and assistance in attaining professional registration and 
aeaner | fee f | IN] recognition; and an opportunity to win national and international 

Sete ey ie Q awards. 

Seen f P - N 
Sec f y ‘ <1 
SEB i ) Sy 
fal =I H y HB An organization with offices and projects in nearly every 

Hee A F hy a © an one of the 50 States and in many foreign countries that 
A a encourages employees to further their development by accepting 

i new and challenging assignments 

= An organization which provides excellent rates of pay 

> “Rais = Slade see with liberal fringe benefits, including generous retirement annuity. 

ws ys ' e —— 7 iP: re complete health and life insurance coverage, paid vacation leave, 

i \ \ ) [ : Z qoasn military training leave with pay, generous sick leave; and special 
shy y y SS + ae fa pay awards for outstanding performance and suggestions that 

\ a . ¥ WC % improve operating efficiency 

»  ———e LY 
ti wh he [7¢ “ 

Naat ae eal = 2 eS If you're thinking this is all too good to be true, you're 

Mh i a “S ~ wrong! All of the above is available to you in a civilian engineer 
. Swi ca LPL fo career with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. If you are inter- 

. \Saet — NX a ested, you can get further information from the Chief of Engi- 
oo y neers, Department of the Army, Washington, D. C. 20315 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

WRITE FOR AN ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE “YOUR CAREER.” 
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Doc: “Tell me, why do you have “It was terrible, roommate,” An impatient old lady making a 
so many boy friends?” complained the curvy coed. “I had __ trip by bus became irritated at the 

She: “I give up.” to change my seat three times at many stops. “Such a slow bus,” 

the movies.” she snapped. “I believe we stop at 
* RF “Some man start bothering — every telephone pole.” 

M.E.: “I'm grasping for words.” you?” asked her roommate. “Why not, lady?” replied the 
Goed: “{ think youre looking Fa “Yes,” said the coed. “Finally.” driver. “This bus is a Greyhound.” 

the wrong place.” a 8 @ ee # 

e ee Then there was the porcupine Ecstasy is something that hap- 
“Wharwaethe liexdecrthine-vou who bent his quills trying to over- pens between the scotch and soda 

learned at college?” asked The power a wire brush in a dark and the bacon and eggs. 

M.E.’s proud father. comer. oe 8 

“How to open beer bottles with se 8 Student: “I’ve added all these 
a quarter,” replied the prodigal son. When a man sits with a pretty _ figures up eight times.” 

oe girl for an hour, it seems like a Prof: That’s very good and thor- 
minute. But let him sit on a hot — ough, young man.” . 

Definition of a meteorologist: A stove for a minute—and it’s longer Student: “Yeah, and here are the 
guy who can look at a girl and than an hour. That’s relativity. eight results.” 
tell whether. —Albert Einstein a * @ 

4 « # oes Doctor: “Lay off booze for a couple 
Izzy: “I've had a hard life. At of weeks, and you'll be right as 

EE: “Quick, give me a round the age of eighteen I was left an rain.” | 
trip ticket!” orphan.” C.E.: “Are you sure there isn’t a 

Clerk: “Where to?” Dizzy: “What did you do with simpler way . . . like, say, an opera- 
EE: “Back here, you fool!” itP” tion?” 
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wants two kinds of mechanical engineers: . 

1. burning with ambition to reach manager’s status 2. able to hold a manager’s job in time but sure he 

as soon as possible wouldn’t like it 

y | | - 
i > <i E 

. : ke je : tony : ‘ 

> 1 | : 2 

| { . i t 4 | A e284 3 
L \ es : 

SS eS ee ——" _ 

. ee ee So _ a e 

¢ College grade-point average on the high side in e College grade-point average on the high side in 

technical subjects technical subjects 

Secretly admitted to self at certain point in undergraduate career Why not? The subjects were intrinsically interesting, and most 

that the scholar’s way of life is for other people bur smart enough of the professors proved to have a clear understanding of them. 

to have kept secret from the professors who are, after all, scholars 

Diploma in, secret out. 

e Seeks prosperous, highly diversified employer e Seeks prosperous, highly diversified employer 

Competitive personality who wants to play on a strong, long- To practice modern mechanical engineering—this is not 1936— 

lasting team in the big leagues. one needs scope, contacts, and resources. 

e Unafraid of choices and changes e Unafraid of choices and changes 

With a mechanical engineering background, we might find him With a mechanical engineering background, he might choose te 

adept at keeping a troupe of welders happy on a new petro- take a high leap over the interdisciplinary wall into solid state 

chemical project, or designing a new type of machine for the physics, pull some excessively generalized equations out of a 

lithographic industry, or organizing a small laser-manufacturing journal that others on the circulation list quickly glance at and 

. department, or operating a large magnetic tape plant, or profit- pass along. Six months later he may have a new composition of 

ably piloting one of the world’s major industrial corporations. matter on board a ship bucking the solar wind to Mars. 

What is said here about mechanical engineers is equally applicable to chemical 

engineers and electrical engineers. Our expansion rate now demands technical 

people who, at the one extreme, are still fresh from the classroom with its 

benefits and, at the other, have had ten years of practice in their professions and 

, are now ready to select a lifetime employer. We offer a choice of three communi- 

ties: Rochester, N. Y., Kingsport, Tenn., and Longview, Tex. We earnestly 

solicit serious and honest self-descriptions addressed to: 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 

; Business and Technical Personnel Department/Rochester, N. Y. 14650 

An equal-opportunity employer.
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GENERALGPELECTRIC | 
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ONE RESULT of product innovation is G.E.’s modern manufacturing facility in Brockport, N. Y. 
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OUTPUT VOLTAGES from nickel-cadmium cells PRODUCT RELIABILITY of electric slicing knife PRICE AND DELIVERY information on_nickel- 
are examined by engineer John Bliven, BSEE, components is the responsibility of Mike Rey- cadmium batteries is supplied by Bob Cook, a 
Union College '63 on assignment at G.E.’s nolds, BSME, New Mexico State, a recent BSME, Univ. of Florida ’65 on a Technical 
Battery Business Section. Manufacturing Training Program graduate. Marketing Program assignment in Gainesville. 

A PREVIEW OF YOUR CAREER AT GENERAL ELECTRIC: 

Creating New Growth Businesses 

At our Brockport, N. Y., plant, the new business of manu- enthusiasms of experts in more than 120 product depart- 

facturing cordless slicing knives is rush. So is that of the ments—in engineering, manufacturing and technical market- 

rechargeable-battery supplier, our two-year-old plant at ing. To define your career interest at General Electric, talk . 

Gainesville, Fla., which has just doubled its working area. with your placement officer, or write us now. Section 699-15, 

Its sealed, nickel-cadmium batteries, in hundreds of shapes, Schenectady, N. Y. An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

sizes and ratings, are meeting growing customer demands 

in the consumer, defense, and aerospace industries—with Progress ls Our Most /mportant Product 

applications from power tools to satellites. At General Elec- 

tric, new ventures are a way of life. In both their formative G E N E R A L E LE CT R ] C . 

and growth stages, these ventures call on the skills and 

Nene ee ee ee Te ere ee
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